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Abstract
Many substations with Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS) were constructed in Kuwait in the second
half of the 1970s and in the 1980s. The age of these many GISs is exceeding their design life (expected
life), and the time has come to plan their replacement. If GIS is replaced at the fixed age such as design
life, many GISs will be replaced at the same timing, and the utility will face issue of lots of investment,
shutdown restriction in the power network, and large number of construction works.
On the other hand, on the background that GIS was introduced in the 1960s and that many GISs are
aging highly in Japan, utilities and manufacturers have been jointly carrying out deterioration
investigations on aging GISs, determining GIS replacement timing, studying and doing maintenance
measures, and realizing GIS operation exceeding design life. These activities are “GIS life extension”.
On the background of dealing large amount of construction works and shutdown restriction in the
power network, it is necessary to make average of the number of GIS replacement and to implement
the replacement. Therefore, each Japanese utility has been prioritizing GIS replacement and studying
life extension.
In this study, utilizing Japanese knowledge, the “Feasibility Study on Optimizing Maintenance and
Replacement Plan for Gas Insulated Switchgears at Existing Kuwait Substations” has been
implemented in order to solve the issue on aging GIS in Kuwait. In this feasibility study (FS), GIS
maintenance situation in Kuwait and deterioration condition of aging actual GIS are surveyed, and the
technical proposal and raising awareness on GIS life extension (optimizing maintenance and
replacement plan) which is not done by overseas manufacturers. The FS aims the maintenance projects
for GIS long term use by Japanese companies and getting advantages of Japanese technologies in
Kuwait.
As a result of the survey in the FS, even though light maintenance for GIS is carried out in Kuwait,
dismantlement maintenance and consumable parts replacement have not been done until now. As a
result of actual aging GIS investigation, the deterioration on component parts was found. In addition,
the recovery of the equipment performance by dismantlement maintenance was verified. We explained
to Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) that appropriate maintenance and grasping deterioration
condition are necessary for operating GIS for the long time exceeding design life, and we were able
to get MEW’s understanding on that.
Japanese manufacturers have been proposing detailed inspection (over hauling) of aging GIS.
Through the activities in the FS, the possibility of proposing maintenance projects and the further GIS
maintenance projects has increased. In addition, MEW expressed interest in GIS deterioration
investigation, therefore, the GIS deterioration investigation works on various type of GIS in Kuwait
are expected.
February 2020
Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc.
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1.

Purpose, Background and Outline of the Feasibility Study
1.1 Surrounding Environment in Kuwait, and Purpose, Background, and Outline of the
Feasibility Study
1.1.1 Expansion of Energy Consumption by Economic Development and Future Initiatives
1.1.1.1 Expansion of energy consumption by economic development
In Kuwait, domestic energy consumption has been rapidly increasing in recent years due to
economic and population growth supported by abundant oil resources. While it stagnated
temporarily following the 1990 Iraqi invasion, the country’s economy grew owing to large-scale
investment and development to improve domestic infrastructure after the collapse of the Hussein
administration. Fig. 1.1.1.1-1 shows the country’s population transition and per capita electricity
consumption from 1988 to 2018.

Fig. 1.1.1.1-1 Per Capita Consumption of Electrical Energy in Kuwait
(MEW Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
It shows both population and electricity consumption increased. In Kuwait, about 70% of the
population are foreign residents [1], and its labor market is dependent on these foreign workers.
Influx of workers contributed to a population growth of 37% over the past decade. This is also a
major factor prompting investment for developing infrastructure, such as electricity and water
supply, transportation network and housing. Kuwait’s per capita electricity consumption totaled
15,533 kWh in 2014, placing the country at the third place among the GCC countries and sixth
in the world [2]. Peak electricity demand is expected to increase at an annual average rate of 5.7%
to reach 25,800 MW by 2025 [2], and large-scale expansion of electricity facilities is planned.
Consumption of energy types other than electricity is also rapidly increasing. Low prices of
electricity and petroleum products in the country are believed to be another factor contributing to
the rapid increase in energy consumption. Fig. 1.1.1.1-2 shows selling prices of gasoline in
Kuwait. Gasoline prices in Kuwait are lower than levels of not only Japan and the United States
but also Saudi Arabia, which is the world's largest oil producer.
Kuwait is the ninth largest oil producer in the world (2018 BP statistics), and oil-related
products represent a dominant share in its exports. In 2018, crude oil and mineral fuels accounted
for 92.7%, and 98.1% when including petrochemicals such as plastics. As can be expected from
this, Kuwait’s economy is susceptible to oil and natural gas price fluctuations.
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Fig. 1.1.1.1-2 Comparison of selling prices of gasoline
(Compiled from Trading Economics database)
Fig. 1.1.1.1-3 shows transition of crude oil prices and economic growth rates from 2007 to
2019. Kuwait’s economic growth slowed in 2009, affected by oil price fluctuations and global
financial crisis, but accelerated in 2011 as oil prices soared, highlighting a significant contribution
from oil prices to growth rates. Crude oil prices have fallen since 2014, and economic growth
rate has remained low since that time.

Fig.1.1.1.1-3 Crude oil prices and economic growth rates (2007-2019)
(Compiled from IMF database 2019)
1.1.1.2 Deteriorating finances and electricity bill hike
Table 1.1.1.2-1 shows how Kuwaiti government’s finances and oil prices have shifted. The
country’s budget remained in the black during 15 years from 1999 to 2014, but has been in the
red since June 2014 due to falling oil prices. The Kuwaiti government in March 2017 issued $8
billion of new bonds to raise funds from international markets, aiming to cover the budget deficit.
It also introduced a series of measures to reduce the budget deficit, such as introduction of valueadded tax (VAT) aimed at boosting nonoil income, cuts in public spending, and hikes in public
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utility bills, such as fuel, electricity and water, and medical expenses. Electricity and water prices
were increased in phases through February 2018 [1]. As oil prices remained slumped and turmoil
in the Middle East continued, there have been a flurry of news reports showing signs of Kuwait’s
deteriorating finances, including a rapid decrease in foreign assets and issuances of government
bonds to address reduced revenues and increased expenditures.
Table 1.1.1.2-1

Kuwaiti government’s finances and oil prices

（Embassy of Japan in the States of Kuwait (2018), Economic Overview of Kuwait
1.1.1.3 Declining budget for future initiatives and increases in electricity bills
In 2010, the Kuwaiti government announced the Kuwait Vision 2035, an initiative aimed at
weaning the economy off its reliance on oil and diversifying it, and has started a four-year
development plan. At present, "Kuwait Development Plan," the second five-year development
plan started in April 2015, is in underway [3]. Under the Kuwait Development Plan, the
government will invest $111.3 billion to build electricity generation and desalination facilities,
new urban and domestic railway networks and road networks, promote housing and urban
development, develop airports and ports, and build medical and educational facilities, among
others [2]. Although the government has continued to run budget deficit in recent years, it has
managed to secure funding for infrastructure investment thanks to the work of the Kuwait
Investment Authority (KIA), one of the world's leading government investment institutions and
dipping into past savings.
The construction of infrastructure in Kuwait is planned and implemented by government
agencies, and MEW supervises electricity facilities, including transmission and transformation
facilities. Under national infrastructure development initiatives, including the Kuwait
Development Plan, an expansion work is underway for transmission and substation facilities to
satisfy growing domestic electricity demand and accommodate the planned electricity source
expansion. In the ultra-high voltage system, 400 kV electricity equipment was added in 2010,
and the existing 300 kV system has continued to be expanded. Considering that projects to build
an international railway linking Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and subway lines in Kuwait City are
being planned/underway, the expansion of power grids and substation facilities is expected to
continue further.
To build and maintain a solid electricity infrastructure that can support sustainable economic
development, it is important to install and expand electricity grids and substation facilities, as
described above, but it is also essential to maintain and renew existing equipment. The country
may eventually be forced to introduce scheduled shutdowns at the peak of work to replace
electricity equipment that was installed at the time of construction rush, unless it determines
remaining life of aging equipment and upgrade and maintain devices in a scheduled manner that
takes account of their ages. It is important to install, expand and appropriately and regularly
maintain equipment, taking account of demand and risk particular to individual regions and
operate existing equipment in a sustainable manner in order to stably operate electricity grids. We
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think Kuwait will benefit from measures that maximize cost effectiveness especially because the
country is in a financial squeeze.
1.1.2 Relationships between Japan and Kuwait
1.1.2.1 Comprehensive partnership between Japan and Kuwait
Kuwait became known in the 16th century, when the European powers advanced into the Gulf
region. Kuwait became a British protectorate in 1899. After a large oil field was discovered in
the country in 1938, it became an independent state on June 19, 1961. Japan at the time approved
Kuwait's independence, and the Kuwaiti embassy in Tokyo was established in 1962, and the
Japanese embassy in Kuwait was established in 1963. Since then, diplomatic relations between
Japan and Kuwait have continued for more than 50 years [3].
When a catastrophic earthquake and tsunami disaster hit Japan in March 2011, the government
of Kuwait provided 5 million barrels of crude oil free of charge, and reconstruction assistance
projects were implemented in the three affected prefectures of Iwate, Fukushima and Miyagi.
When then-Kuwaiti Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah visited Japan in March
2012 as a state guest, he announced an additional donation of $5 million, for which a presentation
ceremony was held in the following July. The assistance from Kuwait has been used for various
reconstruction projects in the affected areas [3].
In August 2013, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe visited Kuwait and met with H.H. Sheikh
Nawaf Al-Ahmed Al-jabir Al-Sabah, then crown prince, and then-Prime Minister H.H. Sheikh Jabir
AI-Mubarak Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah. The leaders agreed on the importance of further expanding
bilateral cooperation and building a “comprehensive partnership” under which the two countries
will cooperate in a wide range of fields, including politics, security, economy, education,
agriculture and health, in addition to energy [4].
In May 2016, at the invitation of Abe, Prime Minister Jabir visited Japan with a high-level
delegation, and had formal discussions with Japanese officials. The two sides agreed on a goal of
strengthening the “comprehensive partnership” agreed on in 2013 in a wide range of fields,
including politics, economy, energy and culture, through exchanges between various people in
both public and private sectors. In the field of energy, the two sides discussed cooperation
between Japan’s METI and Kuwait’s MEW in the field of electricity and water, and agreed to
strengthen cooperation in electricity and water infrastructure development []5.
1.1.2.2 Japan-Kuwait Policy Dialogue on Electricity and Water Sector
In May 2016, a group led by Eiji Wakai, Deputy Director-General for Policy Coordination of
METI’s Manufacturing Industries Bureau, visited Kuwait and held the first Japan-Kuwait Policy
Dialogue on Electricity and Water Sector between corresponding officials of the two governments.
Both sides introduced their respective electricity and water initiatives to each other and discussed
how to carry out further initiatives in Kuwait [6].
In October 2018, the third Japan-Kuwait Policy Dialogue on Electricity and Water Sector was
held in Kuwait. Hitachi, which had supplied electricity-related products, such as Gas Insulated
Switchgear (GIS) for substations, in Kuwait, joined the discussions. During the meeting, Chubu
Electric Power and Hitachi gave a presentation on their ongoing joint initiative to optimize GIS
maintenance and upgrades (life extension), as well as on Japanese companies' technological
excellence in achieving long-term GIS operation and their experiences. To this, Jassem M. AlNouri, Assistant Undersecretary of the Electricity Transmission Networks Division of MEW, who
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chaired the Kuwaiti side, expressed great interest. There was a substation construction rush that
began in the late 1970s in Kuwait, and many GIS, including Japanese products, were installed in
them. The lifetime of these GIS, as expected by the manufacturers, have expired and are in need
of upgrading. The Kuwaiti side asked the Japanese side to address this issue.
1.1.3 Introduction of GIS Substations and Japanese Companies’ Involvement in Kuwait
When Kuwait’s GIS Substation construction rush started in the second half of the 1970s,
Japanese and European substation equipment manufacturers took on projects as primary
contractors. The rush came to a halt after the Gulf War broke out with the August 1990 Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait (the multinational force liberated the city of Kuwait in February 1991). In the
next decade, electricity-related work was mainly on repair of power stations, substations and
networks damaged in the war. Construction of new GIS Substations resumed in 2000, but this
time, engineering companies took over as primary contractors as contract prices fell, while
Japanese and European substation equipment manufacturers were only contracted to deliver
equipment. Furthermore, South Korean, Chinese and local manufacturers also started to deliver
substation equipment.
Second half of the1970s ~ Before the Gulf War broke out
Construction of substations under full turnkey contract (Japanese and European substation
equipment manufacturers serving as primary contractors)
Substation construction
・ Civil engineering and construction
・ High voltage class GIS installation
・ Middle voltage class Metal-Clad Switchgear (MCS) installation
・ Control and protection panels installation
・ Power cable installation
・ Tests
2000 - 2010
Engineering companies serving as primary contractors; equipment manufacturers contracted
only to deliver equipment
2011 - Present
132 kV GIS: South Korean, Chinese, local manufacturers / 300 kV GIS: South Korean
manufacturers
Hitachi has effectively delivered GIS units for 337 feeders (bays), combining 132kV and
300kV units. The combined number of units delivered by six manufacturers in Japan and Europe
is estimated to exceed 2,000 feeders (bays).
GIS delivered to Kuwait by Japanese and European manufacturers can be grouped into the first
generation (delivered and installed between the second half of the 1970s and 1990; aged average
35 years, assuming the age of those delivered in 1985 as the average) and the second generation
(delivered between 2000 and 2010; aged average 15 years, assuming the age of those delivered
in 2005 as the average). In addition, the third generation is that many Korean, Chinese, and local
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assembling manufacturer’s GISs were installed since 2011. (Hereafter, the first, second, and third
generations in this report refer to the classification based on the year of GIS delivery and
installation in Kuwait.)
These are the trends for Japanese and European manufacturers, but no different from those of
Japanese companies.
1.1.4 Aging of Existing GIS Substations and Current Situations
It is said that the design lifetime of GIS is 25 years to 30 years in general. In Japan, GIS units’
remaining life is examined by manufacturers through overhauling with the tanks opened (“open
internal inspections”) and sampling investigations for GIS.
In Kuwait, simplified inspections of operating mechanism in the first-generation GIS were
started around 1985 (substations aged six to seven years). However, no open internal inspections
or dismantlement maintenance of operating mechanism was conducted. As a consequence, GIS
with malfunctioning or abnormalities have been addressed to through repair or replacement, after
problems actually occurred. There have been a various types of malfunctioning or abnormalities
arising from equipment having aged over 35 years. As manufacturers are not obliged to service
these free of charge after the one-year warranty period, there is no technical information exchange
between utilities and manufacturers, finding route of causes and sharing countermeasures against
malfunctioning or abnormalities, and introducing preventive maintenance activities in order to
improve quality of substation equipment, as is the case in Japan.
Examples of troubles in aged first-generation GIS
(1) Troubles related to specifications that were not included in international standards, such as
IEC, in the 1970s (switching loop current that occur in double busbar systems, frequent
switching operation)
(2) Deterioration of winding equipment such as voltage transformer
(3) Operational issues due to grease deterioration
(4) Air leakage at flanges in pneumatic operating mechanism
(5) SF6 gas leakage from flanges due to deterioration of O-rings
(6) Rust even in indoor-installed GIS caused by intrusion of small particles of acidic sand in
sandstorms
All these troubles must be detected and addressed to before they cause actual problems,
because they can lead to power supply failure. (Design lifetime of the equipment were set at 25
years to 30 years by manufacturers, but systematic measures to address the above aging-related
issues can extend the lives of equipment.) Surprisingly, substations in Kuwait are often damaged
in fires. Such a fire has been caused by surge currents due to grounding wires cut and stolen by
workers from overseas.
Control mechanisms of the second-generation GIS installed from 2000 are motor-spring
operating mechanism, and European manufacturers have been promoting this system as
maintenance-free and recommend modifying the first-generation models to incorporate motorspring operating mechanism or replacing GIS with the second-generation models. MEW calls
this "Up-Grading." The modification here means replacing GCB (Gas Circuit Breaker)
component in GIS. This feasibility study has emphasized the following two points and explained
that, for these, it is important to conduct open internal inspection and detailed inspection
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(dismantlement maintenance) of operating mechanisms.
(1) In Japan, early GIS models have been used for over 45 years without modification or
replacement after 25 to 30 years after installation. That is based on the knowledge from GIS
deterioration investigations under the operation with periodical maintenance which items
and frequency are determined by each utility referencing manufacture’s recommendation. .
(2)

Replacement work of GIS requires prolonged shutdown (switch-off) of the target circuit in
substation. Replacing all units of GIS which were installed in the short period at the fixed
time as design life (expected life) of GIS is not a realistic solution. That is because that this
means concentrated occurrences of shutdown (switch-off) of power network system in a
certain period of time. Instead, it is important to disperse concentration of shutdown (switchoff) by prioritizing GIS replacement by dismantlement maintenance and detailed
deterioration investigation. ,

Cases of periodical maintenance in Kuwait (bid announced in September 2019)
(1) Simplified inspections to be conducted twice on all substations in five years. Inspections on
GIS, transformers, 11 kV switchgears (11 kV air-insulated switchgear cubicles) to be
performed by nine manufacturers.
(2) One substation to be inspected in about seven days, with no open internal inspection or
dismantlement maintenance to be conducted.
Kuwait’s GIS maintenance policy is to repeat the simplified inspections as in the above
example.
According to an engineer who participated in a past similar inspection project, in such projects,
“Only specified maintenance steps were implemented in a short period and they failed to include
repairs or inspections of troubles specific to particular models. This may work for GIS aged six
to seven years, but new issues will emerge as the equipment ages. Such specific issues are not
addressed to through this maintenance and inspection steps, even if these inspection cycles were
repeated twice or three times.”
As potential troubles that can occur in models by different manufacturers have different
characteristics, it is necessary to review the method of maintenance to include dismantlement
maintenance of operating mechanism and sampling open internal inspection, in addition to
simplified inspections conducted by MEW.
In the above example of periodical maintenance by MEW (bid announced 2019), inspections
are being conducted on GIS, transformers and 11kV switchgears. These equipment have the
following characteristics.
(1) GIS

(2) Transformers

It is said that design life is 25 to 30 years in general. It, however, can
be used for 45 years if sampling detailed deterioration investigation is
conducted and if maintenance menu of each type of GIS are made and
carried out.
It is said that design life is 25 years to 30 years in general, but some
can be used for 40 years to 50 years without requiring overhauling.
Their functioning can be checked externally through monitoring of
their operation such as gauges, oil leakage, and through analysis by
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(3) 11kV switchgears

insulating oil sampled from transformer.
In general, these were designed to be used for 25 years to 30 years if
inspection properly inspected once every three to six years and
malfunctioning or abnormal components found in inspections are
replaced.

Therefore, the country needs to introduce the Japanese maintenance method for long term use
of GIS.
In addition, the first and second generations of GIS supplied in Kuwait are by Japanese and
European manufacturers, however, the third-generation GIS, introduced since 2011, include those
by South Korean, Chinese and local manufacturers also needs maintenance on their equipment.
Therefore, views on future asset management must be changed.
Hitachi in 2005 built a factory in China and executed a project to supply 500 kV-1100 kV GIS
as part of its supply chain management. It has since trained local workers as to maintain the
quality of the manufacturing. Hitachi maintains strict quality improvement measures for the
products supplied to local customers from the Chinese factory, especially because they are extra
high voltage equipment of over 500 kV, including 500 kV－1100 kV GIS. However, products
from the Chinese factory are yet to have the quality required for direct delivery to Kuwait due to
the following issues.
・ Quality issues such as rust forming on components, such as bolts (which were switched
to Japanese products)
・ Quality issue of plating (still requiring regular technical guidance by Japanese staff) causing occurrence of foreign substance
・ Failure of apply painting
・ Defects in operating mechanism (eventually switched to products supplied by a
manufacturer in another country that is in technological cooperation with Hitachi)
・ Grease, O-ring (specifications)
・ Bolt Loosening due to insufficient bolt tightening
・ Insulators (factory built in China and technical guidance provided by Japanese staff)
This may indicate third-generation GIS made by Chinese manufacturers delivered to Kuwait
have similar quality issues.
1.1.5 Global Trends in dealing with Aging GIS
Optimum maintenance plans for existing equipment is a topic attracting attention around the
world, with effective maintenance, inspections and renewal of substation facilities often
discussed at international conferences, including CIGRE conferences.
A 2016 CIGRE technical brochure featured results of a survey on electric power companies in
various countries about their efforts to optimize maintenance plans for substation facilities and
issues they faced [7]. It described issues faced by electric power companies in different countries
as follows.
While electric power companies are required to maintain high reliability of their electricity
supply, many of their existing facilities are being used beyond their lifespan expected by
designers, making it increasingly imperative for them to introduce maintenance measures and
make investment to maintain their electricity supply networks. Therefore, their key challenge is
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to establish smooth work flows for equipment replacement, optimum cost structures and risk
management systems, and maintain and improve performance of their electricity equipment.
For this, equipment that has been installed so far typically has manufacturer guarantee on the
assumption that time-based maintenance (TBM) is implemented. However, as such maintenance
work is specified to be done on all equipment and in all types of operational environment, the
cycle of TBM tends to be conservatively set short. In other words, it is inefficient for electricity
companies. In recent years, electric power companies shifted their policy for working out efficient
maintenance plans away from using TBM and started using condition-based maintenance (CBM),
risk-based maintenance (RBM) and reliability-centered maintenance (RCM) concepts.
Condition monitoring for CBM is used to monitor conditions or signs of deteriorating
performance, and can be used as part of substation inspections. Continuous monitoring of
equipment that has important roles in electricity networks can reduce risks of accidents and
failures, which in turn can lead to reduced maintenance costs. If an issue is found through
monitoring, the equipment with abnormality found will be inspected under a shutdown or internal
inspections, as appropriate.
In RBM, control values are set in terms of, for example, the operating number of circuit
breakers and the operating hours of pumps, etc., and any equipment exceeding these control
values are subjected to maintenance work. RCM is a maintenance concept that focuses on
important feeders and equipment in the electricity networks, and is mainly used in conjunction
with other approaches such as RBM. In 2015, a survey on optimize substation facility
maintenance plans was conducted [8], with 21 countries, including Japan, and 36 electricity
companies responding. The results are shown below.
As shown in Fig. 1.1.5-1, some of the substation equipment is over 50 years old. Considering
that these units have the expected lifetime of 25 years to 30 years at the time of their installation,
they were being used past their expected lifetime.

Fig.1.1.5-1 Expected lifetime of electricity equipment in substation
(CIGRE TB660 (2016), Saving though optimized maintenance in Air Insulated Substations)
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These systems were designed by taking into consideration factors such as land acquisition for
facility construction, coordination with peripheral urban development plans for the construction
of electricity networks (transmission lines, substations, etc.). The substation itself functions must
remain longer (for example nearly 100 years in some locations), separate from the equipment life
cycles. When the expected lifetime is extended to 40 years to 50 years, the policy inevitably shifts
from TBM to CBM, and the idea of using existing equipment to the limit will come.
However, the practice in Japan, including deterioration diagnosis of GIS substations and
lifetime assessment, are not seen elsewhere in the world. Fig. 1.1.5-2 shows maintenance policies
applied to each equipment by electric power companies.

Fig.1.1.5-2
Maintenance policy for substation equipment
(CIGRE TB660 (2016), Saving though optimized maintenance in Air Insulated Substations)
It shows that CBM is applied to nearly all equipment, however, TBM still remains in use. On
the other hand, use of RCM and RBM is limited. As RCM and RBM have been more widely
considered for introduction, and more efficient maintenance is expected. Introduction of asset
management based on experience of individual companies, with the understanding that the
maintenance and replacement process is merely a factor in a lifecycle and not complete unto itself,
enables significant cost reduction in overall equipment investment and performance improvement
for both electricity systems and business.
Furthermore, there has been a lecture titled “Expectations and Outlook for Asset Management”
on asset management issues and latest technological developments in the United Kingdom, the
United States and Japan, in response to growing discussions and needs for reducing costs of
measures to address aging electricity equipment and installing new equipment. In a keynote
speech entitled, “Asset Management Research and Development,” at the 2017 JNC Conference
hosted by the CIGRE Japan National Committee, Robin E. Manning, a vice president of the U.S.
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), discussed possibilities of using digital technologies
that have developed significantly in recent years, including real-time evaluation using sensors;
analysis of data that can be used to work out preventive maintenance plans, including
malfunctions, number of operations, and equipment age; use of modeling that enables instant
evaluation and tools to visualize situations; new control equipment using augmented reality and
robots, to diversify the way substation assets, including transformers, is managed.
CIGRE has conducted a survey on maintenance policies focused on GIS, as mentioned above.
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Table 1.1.5-1 shows the results of a survey by voltage class for GIS, with four maintenance policy
options of TBM, CBM, RCM and other. In Table 1.1.5-1, TBM forms the centerpiece of GIS
maintenance. CIGRE said that maintenance is very important in terms of its impact on asset
management plans and GIS reliability. For this reason, policies such as CBM, and RCM used in
conjunction with CBM and TBM, have already been introduced.
Table 1.1.5-1

GIS operational experience by maintenance policy

(CIGRE TB513 (2016), Final Report of the 2004 - 2007 International Enquiry on Reliability of
High Voltage Equipment)
1.1.6 GIS Maintenance and Replacement experiences in Japan
Japan is in a period of low growth for electricity demand and electricity liberalization. As there
is the necessity to use existing equipment as long as possible in order to minimize capital spending,
the number of aged equipment of over 30 years old which is the design life (expected life) of
equipment, are expected to increase. Fig. 1.1.6-1 shows numbers of GIS units by age.

Fig.1.1.6-1 Numbers of aging GIS units
(J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014), Advanced maintenance strategies for gas insulated switchgear)
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GIS aged over 30 years at the end of fiscal 2010 represented about 9.5% of all units in use, and
42% will be aged over 30 years in fiscal 2020 if the equipment numbers remain unchanged from
the current level with no replacement.
As the above data indicates, Japan will enter an era of highly aged electricity equipment with
increasing numbers of aged substations. Electric power companies and manufacturers are
implementing inspections to estimate lifetime of existing equipment, and some aged equipment
have been already replaced.
As the electricity equipment installed in large numbers during the period of high economic
growth is entering the phase of advanced ages, it is necessary to appropriately judge the situations
of equipment in order to maintain stable electricity supply. In addition, it is necessary to maintain
and replace equipment at the appropriate timing by using appropriate judgment, as it leads to
investment, in order to enhance fairness and transparency in the electric power network sector
amid deregulation of electric power market in Japan. Under such circumstances, deterioration
investigations on substation equipment are conducted in order to correctly grasp the situations of
equipment, to introduce efficient inspections and maintenance, and to estimate lifetime and
determine the optimum replacement timing, under a joint effort between electric power
companies and manufacturers in Japan.
Initiatives related to maintenance and measures to address deterioration of electricity
equipment are surveyed and studied and reported by Japan Electric Technology Research
Association (J-ETRA: an entity which maintains a committee comprised of electric power
companies, electrical equipment/cable/communication equipment manufacturers, electrical
installation service providers, engineers at electricity users, etc., academic experts, researchers
and specialized engineers in relevant fields, conducts surveys and researches efficiently and
practically, reports results of such surveys and researches, and provides them to relevant parties,
with a goal to resolve issues related to electric technologies, with its reports referred to as J-ETRA
Vol. XX.X).
In December 2010, J-ETRA established a committee on advanced maintenance strategies for
gas insulated switchgear, which collected information on latest cases of GIS failures and
knowledge and information regarding assessment of equipment deterioration, studied and
assessed how GIS deteriorate, and conducted studies aimed at forming views on extending GIS
lifetime and replacing them. The committee issued J-ETRA Vol.70.2 “Advanced Maintenance
Strategies for Gas Insulated Switchgear” in August 2014, in which components subject to
deterioration investigations and diagnostic technologies were described.
In April 2018, J-ETRA established a committee on enhancing maintenance and asset
management of substation facilities. The committee has been collecting knowledge and
information about latest cases of failures and deterioration evaluation in not just transformers and
GIS but also a whole range of substation equipment, and has been carrying out assessment of
deterioration mechanisms, and has been carrying out research activities to form views on life
extension and replacement (the activity scheduled to end in March 2021).
1.1.6.1 GIS maintenance in Japan
GIS are the cornerstone of the electricity system and must play a role in protecting network
equipment from potential large currents at fault in power network system. In view of the enormity
of social impact in potential GIS failures, Japanese electric power companies conduct visual
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inspections (patrol inspection) and inspections on them as preventive maintenance to ensure
stable electricity supply and reduce the number of accidents and failures.
Thanks to these efforts, Japanese electric power companies have maintained high levels of
SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency Index) and SAIDI (System Average Interruption
Duration Index) compared to their international electric power companies, making their
electricity equipment reliable. (Note, however, that SAIFI and SAIDI have been getting worse in
recent years due to more severe natural disasters hitting Japan.)
Table 1.1.6.1-1 Maintenance menu and cycle for CB in Japan
Menu
Cycle
Inspection
Every 3 - 6 years
Measurement and test
Every 6 - 12 years
Overhauling
If necessary
・Interrupter
Every 6-12 years, Specified number of operation, etc.
・Operating mechanism
Operation test
Every 1-3 years
(J-ETRA Vol.61.3 (2014), Advanced maintenance technology against deterioration of metal
enclosed substation equipment)
1.1.6.2 Situation of GIS deterioration investigations
Substation equipment in Japan has low frequency of malfunctioning occurring even at high
age due to preventive maintenance efforts described above, regular maintenance and replacing of
gaskets, O-rings and valves in operating mechanisms, which are susceptible to wear. In addition,
Japanese electric power companies work with manufacturers to conduct quantitative
investigations and assessment of the situation of equipment deterioration.
GIS deterioration investigations are conducted mainly on circuit breakers. In terms of
manufacturing year, the investigations are made on the aged equipment manufactured before
1990, including those manufactured in the mid-1970s and around 1986, mainly.
In terms of components/materials, investigations are often carried out on O-rings, as well as
greases and silver plating. Table 1.1.6.1-2 shows the method used in inspecting different
components/materials for deterioration.
Table 1.1.6.1-2 Deterioration investigation status and items

(J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014), Advanced maintenance strategies for gas insulated switchgear)
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The flange part plays the role of sealing, a very important function for GIS operation. O-rings
deterioration and rust on flange surfaces are inspected respectively as their deterioration situation.
In investigation of current flowing parts, greases used on contactors are analyzed. And wearing
of silver plating on contactor surface is examined. Details on these key components of
deterioration investigation are described below.
(1)
O-rings
O-rings are evaluated based on measurement of their permanent compression set factor. It has
been reported that the risk of gas leaks increases significantly when O-rings age and their
permanent compression set factor rises above 80%. Therefore, the permanent compression set
factor of 80% is the maximum permissible level for gas seal. Permanent compression set factor
is calculated according to JIS K6262, as shown in Fig. 1.1.6.1-3.

Fig.1.1.6.1-3 Calculation of the permanent compression set factor of O-rings
(J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014), Advanced maintenance strategies of gas insulated switchgear)
(2)
Grease
Deterioration in grease quality is assessed through examination of the rate of base oil, spread
consistency, destruction of thickeners, intrusion of foreign substances, oxidation, and so on.
Analysis of rates of base oil is often applied in deterioration investigations of grease.

Fig.1.1.6.1-4 An example of thermogravimetric analysis
(IEEJ 6-212 (2003), Oil content measurement of the trace amount grease)
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Conductive grease is applied to contact surfaces of GCB, disconnecting switches (DS),
earthing switches (ES), all of which are components of a GIS. Grease is composed of a thickener
and oil. Thickeners play the role of a sponge that retains oil, and the oil provides lubrication.
Grease applied on the sliding surface of contacts declines in consistency as the thickener is broken
through opening/closing actions and deteriorates in quality as oil content decreases due to
evaporation or oil separation. This means the degree of grease quality deterioration can be
determined by measuring the rate of base oil. Methods of measuring the rate of base oil include
thermogravimetry (TG) and Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FT-IR). Fig. 1.1.6.1-4
shows a measurement example of using thermogravimetry.
Silver plating
Degrees of deterioration (wear) of silver plating are determined by measuring the remaining
thickness of plating applied on the contact parts of GIS components, such as GCB. In crosssectional observation, contacts are sliced and the sliced surface is observed under magnification
using a microscope to measure the remaining thickness of silver plating.

(3)

Japanese companies have been carrying out deterioration investigations and lifetime evaluation
on GIS components and utilize the results to determine maintenance measures and timing of
replacement. Results of deterioration investigations are reported at conferences in Japan and
overseas.
1.1.6.3 Extension of GIS lifespan
GIS have been in use for over 40 years since their development and introduction and are now
expected to be used beyond their design life (expected life) of 30 years. As such, users have
growing need to extend their life, extend inspection cycles and reduce maintenance work. As
described above, it is important to repair the parts that deteriorate in quality relatively fast and
maintain their functionality by taking advantage of results of deterioration investigation and
evaluation, considering the difference in the speed at which different components deteriorate in
quality, in order to use equipment as long as possible.
There are two ways to extend the life of GIS: (1) extending the life of components through
repair of parts and (2) extending the life of GIS by replacing components. J-ETRA Vol. 70.2
features an article on repairing parts that deteriorate in quality relatively fast and maintain their
functionality in order to use components as long as possible, which is the regime described in (1).
In considering ways to extend lifetime of early GIS models and equipment whose quality has
deteriorated significantly, it is necessary to take account of lifecycle costs into the future, not only
grasping the situations of equipment , studying maintenance methods for them, availability of
component supply and dispatches of engineers, possibility of life extension including operational
aspects, cost comparison between life extension and replacing, and current maintenance costs,
but also life cycle cost in future. Fig. 1.1.6.3-1 shows a schematic flow of life extension that
summarizes these examination items and procedures.
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Fig.1.1.6.3-1 Schematic flow for life extension
(J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014), Advanced maintenance strategies for gas insulated switchgear)
J-ETRA Vol. 70.2 discusses GIS life extension measures from degradation events and the ones
from degradation evaluation. The main ones are shown in Tables 1.1.6.3-1 and 1.1.6.3-2.
Table 1.1.6.3-1 GIS life extension from degradation events
Parts and components (degradation events)
Life extension measures
Flange (gas leakage)
Water sealing (caulking) on flange
Insulators (gas leakage)
Water sealing (caulking) on cementing
portion
Gas piping system (gas leakage)
Replacing gasket or O-ring
Auxiliary relays and switches (operation failure)
Replacement periodically
Gas pressure gauge, gas density switch (indication Replacement periodically
defect / operation defect)
Air piping system (air leakage)
Replacing gasket or O-ring, change to
airless type
Grease (operation failure)
Grease up, remodeling improved
mechanism
(J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014), Advanced maintenance strategies for gas insulated switchgear)
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Table 1.1.6.3-2 GIS life extension from degradation evaluation
Parts and
components
O-ring

Current flow
part

Life extension measures
(Small diameter such piping) Replacing at detailed inspection
(Large diameter such flange) Replacing at partly GIS replacement
(Large number of switching operation) Change switching order, etc. in order
to delay wearing silver plating if possible
(Oil rate decreasing of grease) Grease up if it is possible to do internal
inspection.

(Large number of switching operation) Change switching order, etc. in order
to delay wearing silver plating if possible
Shaft seal
(Oil rate decreasing of grease) Grease up and replacing O-ring or gasket at
detailed inspection if it is possible to dismantle on site
(J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014), Advanced maintenance strategies for gas insulated switchgear)
Of these, flange parts have the function of sealing, an important part in the operation of GIS.
Deterioration in these parts can lead to gas leakage. Checking situations of flanges is difficult as
it requires collecting SF6 gas and exposing the inside. Some flanges are impossible to remove on
site, depending on the location of GIS structure. Therefore, flange waterproofing treatment
(sealing, caulking) is performed to prevent deterioration through rusting or corrosion caused by
intrusion of rainwater, etc. from flange surfaces and bolted parts, as a countermeasure to extend
life. Waterproofing is applied in principle to flanges of GIS installed outdoors. As methods of
waterproofing and waterproofing structures differ depending on the manufacturer, waterproofing
is applied on target parts selected carefully according to GIS situations. Photo 1.1.6.3-1 shows an
example of a GIS with flange waterproofing.

(Overview)
(Flange)
Photo 1.1.6.3-1 GIS with flange waterproofing
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1.1.7 Purpose and Background of the Feasibility Study
1.1.7.1 Situation around electric power facilities in Kuwait and approach by Japanese
maintenance technologies
In Kuwait, peak power demand grew at an annual average rate of 3%, exceeding the annual
average economic growth rate of 1.8%, in a period between 2010 and 2018. The Kuwaiti
government set two key goals in the fiscal 2018 government strategy. That is, it focused on
expanding the network mainly by (1) improving productivity of electricity networks by
constructing new power stations, transmission and substation facilities and (2) reducing
electricity consumption through rationalization, a national endeavor [9]. On the other hand,
existing electricity facilities in Kuwait are aging fast, and some of the country’s key power
stations and substation facilities are aged more than 30 years and beginning to exceed their
designed lifetimes. If any of the existing substation equipment, including switchgears and
transformers, should break down, it would require at least six months for repairing. This poses a
significant risk to maintaining stable electricity supply by potentially causing large-scale
blackouts in the future. At present, European, Russian, Chinese and South Korean manufacturers
have entered the Kuwait market, specializing in replacement of aged equipment and construction
of new equipment.
On the other hand, Japan’s power outage time (21 minutes per incident per year, at 2016) is
one of the lowest levels found among key advanced economies, including European countries
and the United States, and the country boasts excellent power quality. Power outages are often
caused by power station failures. In Japan, equipment manufacturers and electric power
companies, the users of their equipment, have worked together through regular information
exchange on troubleshooting measures and steadily implemented hardware and software
measures.
Against this background, this feasibility study aims to establish a way of thinking about asset
management from the user viewpoint, which differs from that of European, South Korean and
Chinese manufacturers, by providing, under a joint effort between an equipment manufacturer
and an electric power company which operates its equipment, substation maintenance and
operational support using the technology that has supported the world-class power quality Japan
boasts, and aims to carry out GIS maintenance projects and to get advantages on Japanese
technologies. Japanese electric power companies have a track record of grasping situations of
equipment and regularly performing preventive maintenance work and successfully operating
equipment beyond product lifetime set by manufacturers. Through this feasibility study, we aim
to establish the way of thinking about lifecycle costs that differs from the replacement policy
recommended by European, South Korean and Chinese manufacturers.
Purpose and background of the feasibility study
Many GIS substations were constructed in Kuwait in the second half of the 1970s and in the
1980s. The age of these many GISs is exceeding their design life (expected life), and the time has
come to plan their replacement. If GIS is replaced at the fixed age such as design life, many GISs
will be replaced at the same timing, and the utility will face issue of lots of investment, shutdown
restriction in the power network, and large number of construction works.
On the other hand, on the background that GIS was introduced in the 1960s and that many
GISs are aging highly in Japan, utilities and manufacturers have been jointly carrying out
deterioration investigations on aging GISs, determining GIS replacement timing, studying and
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doing maintenance measures, and realizing GIS operation exceeding design life. These activities
are “GIS life extension”. On the background of dealing large amount of construction works and
shutdown restriction in the power network, it is necessary to make average of the number of GIS
replacement and to implement the replacement. Therefore, each Japanese utility has been
prioritizing GIS replacement and studying life extension.
In this study, utilizing Japanese knowledge, in order to solve the issue on aging GIS in Kuwait,
GIS maintenance situation in Kuwait and deterioration condition of aging actual GIS are surveyed,
and the technical proposal and raising awareness on GIS life extension (optimizing maintenance
and replacement plan) which is not done by overseas manufacturers. The FS aims the
maintenance projects for GIS long term use by Japanese companies and getting advantages of
Japanese technologies in Kuwait.
Process leading to the feasibility study
Deterioration of GIS has been discussed at international conferences such as CIGRE in recent
times. Since equipment in air insulated substations is easily to be replaced, the basic measure for
long term operation of substation is to stock spare parts and spare equipment in anticipation of
accidents. GIS, on the other hand, need to be examined for their state of deterioration after 25
years to 30 years in operation and call for planning appropriate life extension measures. GIS
requires a prolonged period for repairing to recover, which can last as long as six months, once
an accident occurs.
Japan has introduced GIS Substations from an early stage as a way to address its limited land
and frequent natural disasters, including earthquakes. In the Middle East, Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait led in the construction of GIS Substations in response to severe weather conditions and
their need as oil producing countries to stabilize electricity supply. In these countries, construction
of GIS Substations started in the 1970s. Today, some of their substations are over 35 years old
and their GIS have exceeded their design life (expected life) of 25 years to 30 years.
In Japan, electric power companies and equipment manufacturers have regularly exchanged
technical information about troubleshooting information and worked together to conduct
researches on extending equipment life. Use of GIS for 45 years to 50 years is becoming usual in
the country. By contrast, replacing aged GIS with new ones (including upgrades only in GCB
component) is the basic measure adopted by European companies. The idea of GIS life extension
is still uncommon in Middle Eastern countries. As there is also the issue of CO2 emissions
associated with upgrading GIS, a business model based on maintenance plans aimed at life
extension is desired in Kuwait.
GIS, which were touted as maintenance-free in the 1980s, require a long time to recover once
an accident occurs. Lifetime diagnosis of GIS aged over their designed lifetime of 25 to 30 years
is attracting attention in various parts of the world. In Middle East countries using GIS substations,
expansion of electric power network infrastructure, including transmission grids, has been carried
out in response to a rapid increase in power demand driven by growing population and economic
growth. At substations in Kuwait, all high-voltage switchgears have been shifted from air
insulated switchgears (AIS) to GIS. As they age, the country’s electricity infrastructure is facing
an increased risk of failures due to GIS substation deterioration.
Chubu Electric Power has worked with Japanese GIS manufacturers on an effort to inform the
world about the Japanese way of GIS life extension at CIGRE, etc. From 2005 to 2016, the
company conducted lifetime diagnoses on GIS aimed at life evaluation and life extension in
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Singapore, Indonesia and Thailand, and has provided a Japanese way of thinking about GIS
maintenance and added value that differs from South Korean, Chinese and European
manufacturers.
Hitachi has negotiated on preventive maintenance of equipment operated at substations (GIS,
transformers) in Kuwait, and has for many years provided information on Japanese technologies
on equipment life extension and experiences through technical information exchange.
Chubu Electric Power and Hitachi in January 2019 held a seminar on the Japanese practice of
substation maintenance including GIS life extension to MEW officials, including Assistant Under
Secretary Eng. Al-Nouri, through the arrangement by the Japan External Trade Organization
(JETRO). Eng. Al-Nouri has shown a great interest in the Japanese practice.
Through these processes, the feasibility study, “Feasibility Study on Optimizing Maintenance
and Replacement Plan for Gas Insulated Switchgears at Existing Kuwait Substations”, has been
implemented”

Photo 1.1.7.1-1

Seminar for Substation Maintenance in Kuwait

1.2 Study Details
1.2.1 General Study Topics
(1)
Collecting basic information
Basic information required for this FS are collecting, including publicly available information.
We research the following items and sort out information, using related documents issued by
businesses and public entities in Japan, MEW and other Kuwaiti government entities, and
indicators including key economic indicators and electricity sector indicators in Kuwait.
- Key economic indicators:
Nominal GDP, per capita GDP, shares of GDP components,
total trade value, etc.
- Electricity sector indicators:
Electric power demand, electricity output (generation),
transmission and distribution equipment, etc.
(2) Survey on maintenance status of GIS Substations
Collect information on operation and maintenance of GIS Substations in Kuwait through
interviews with officials of MEW and Primary Substation Maintenance Department (PSMD), a
substation maintenance section of MEW, and onsite survey of substations. In particular, we will
look into how maintenance work is carried out, their views on inspection (inspection cycles, what
items inspected), information on past issues, their relationship with manufacturers. And then, we
utilize the collected information for studying how to plan their maintenance and future
replacement of GIS.
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(3) Selection of sampling bay investigation of GIS, dismantlement investigation work on site
In order to investigate the feasibility of the “GIS life extension project,” we select one sampling
bay of 132 kV GIS, as this is a widely used circuit voltage in Kuwait and its age is over 30 years
since installation by Japanese manufacturers. The Japanese electric power company and GIS
manufacturer carry out lifetime diagnosis on GIS components by detailed inspection
(dismantlement maintenance) and deterioration analysis. Details of this inspection and
investigation are described in 1.2.3 below.
(i) Selection of GIS sampling bay
We consider the following items and select the sampling bay.
- Operating history (age, number of operations, accident history, etc.)
- Comparative analysis with symptoms found in aged GIS in Japan
- Importance in system (how easy it is to shut down equipment for inspection)
(ii) Detailed inspection (dismantlement maintenance) of GIS sampling bay
We carry out dismantlement maintenance and lifetime diagnosis of parts and materials of
operating mechanism of GCB. The following are key aspects to inspect and check:
- Detailed inspection of GCB operating mechanisms and checks on their functioning
- O-ring / grease deterioration
- Degree of degradation of auxiliary relays and switches
Deterioration investigation on GIS main body cannot planed and completed on time within the
limited period allowed under the FS, therefore, we carry out investigation by visual inspection
externally.
(4) Creation of priority maintenance program and plans for GIS life extension
We create priority maintenance program by evaluating the results of detailed inspection of
operating mechanism and lifetime diagnosis and by comparing them with Japanese
experiences of GIS deterioration investigation. The maintenance program is to be created
through discussion with MEW and PSMD.
(5) Holding local report meetings
We hold kick-off meeting and interim meeting where technical information is exchanged
with MEW and PSMD, and a final report meeting at the stage of compiling the investigation
results.
(6) Project cost estimation
We estimate the cost of GIS maintenance project, “GIS life extension project” based on the
investigation results.
(7) Environmental and social impact assessment
We estimate the amount of energy-derived CO2 emissions to be reduced through the project
and assess its positive impact on the environment and its socio-environmental impact.
(8) Project evaluation
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We evaluate the project based on the investigation results. Discuss the results with MEW
and provide feedback.
1.2.2 Survey by Interview and Questionnaire
We carry out a survey by interview and using a questionnaire on PSMD members to learn about
the situation of substation maintenance in Kuwait. The questionnaire asks maintenance details
such as items and frequency, how they respond when issues (failure, abnormality) are found and
share information, etc. in PSMD, MEW.
1.2.3 GIS Sampling Investigation
As mentioned earlier, more than 40 years have passed since the development and introduction
of GIS in Japan. Amid growing need for improved reliability and lower costs to achieve stable
electricity supply, electric power companies are working to determine degrees of deterioration in
GIS, aiming to assess remaining lifetime of aging equipment and determine the timing of
replacement.
In Kuwait, over 30-year-old GIS are in operation, however, it is not known whether they are
maintained properly. As such, it is important to carry out appropriate maintenance for long term
use of GIS, and to determine the timing of GIS replacement. This is why we carry out GIS
deterioration investigation which we have acquired in Japan, for the purpose of developing GIS
maintenance project (GIS life extension project) in Kuwait.
The deterioration investigation is conducted for one sampling bay of 132 kV GIS in a
substation under a feeder shutdown condition. The condition of components and deterioration of
parts and materials are checked on site.
In checking components, we carry out checking the proper functioning of GCB, visual check,
measurements of close / open time (timing test), and dismantlement inspection of operating
mechanism .
In deterioration investigation, we look into the inspection items used in Japan, as described in
1.1.6. Specifically, the items shown in 1.2.3-1 are implemented. See Fig. 2.2-2 for image of each.

Table 1.2.3-1 Deterioration investigation items for sampling bay of GIS
Components,
Target parts and
Function, purpose
Investigation methods
location
materials
External check & Measurement of
O-ring,
gasket
Sealing
permanent compression set factor
Operating
Hardness measurement
mechanism
Grease
Lubrication
Measurement of rate of base oil
Auxiliary
Auxiliary relays
Contact resistance measurement
Operation
devices
and switches
for relays and switches
Others
General
External check
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1.3

Schedule of the Feasibility Study

Fig.1.3-1
1.4

Feasibility study schedule

Formation of the Feasibility Study Project
Table 1.4-1
FS structure and rolls

Company
Chubu
1)
Electric
2)
Power
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Hitachi

8)
9)
10)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Rolls
Collecting basic information in energy sector in Kuwait
Survey of situation of Japanese manufacturers in Kuwait
Planning survey for substation maintenance situation in Kuweit
Selection target equipment of GIS sampling deterioration investigation and
investigation items
Survey of substation maintenance situation
GIS sampling deterioration investigation
Analysis and evaluation of investigation results, creating maintenance
program
Discussion with MEW at each stage of the FS
Report meeting in Kuwait
Making report
Holding meeting in Kuwait
Administration and logistics for activities in Kuwait
Dispatching GIS supervisors
GIS investigation in substation and its preparing work
Making report of manufacturers situation in Kuwait
Reporting GIS trouble records and countermeasures in Kuwait
Project cost estimation, Environmental and social impact assessment (reducing
CO2 emission, etc.)
Supporting making report of the FS

Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc.
Hitachi, Ltd.

Fig.1.4-1

Implementation structure of FS
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2. Basic Information on Maintenance and Replacement of GIS Substations
2.1 Situation of GIS Maintenance and Replacement in Japan
2.1.1 Optimum GIS Replacement Plan
In Japan, it is not easy to shut down in electric power network system. On the other hand, the
number of GIS that need to be replaced has increased over the years. Fig. 2.1.1-1 (a) shows an
estimate of the numbers of GIS expected to be replaced, on the assumption that aged GIS of
Japanese electric power companies will be replaced uniformly over time. In this example, the
number of devices aged over 30 years will account for 42% of the total by 2020.
In order to implement annual plans that can ensure stable electricity supply and reliability and
take into account required costs and manpower, it is necessary to level out the replacement
construction work through long-term use (life extension) of GIS understanding deterioration
condition, rather than maintenance and replacement based on equipment age. In Fig. 2.1.1-1 (b), the
number of GIS to be replaced in the future are leveled out by taking account of the situations
surrounding the equipment and reviewing the replacement timing through risk management.
Japanese electric power companies typically tend to make replacement plans by taking account of
what is known about equipment deterioration, expected impact on networks, situations of parts
supply and secured engineers and cost efficiency.

(a)
(b)
Fig.2.1.1-1 (a) Fleet of replacement units of GIS by fixed age, and (b) Fleet of replacement units
of GIS after leveling out by risk management
(CIGRE SC B3 (2014), No. 213
Fig. 2.1.1-2 shows the results of past research on failures occurred to existing GIS. From the pie
chart, it can be seen that natural deterioration is the highest at 72%. Fig. 2.1.1-3 shows the
breakdown of problems caused by natural deterioration. Overall, malfunctioning is the most
frequent, followed by gas leakage and contact failures. Gas leakage is the most frequent in the main
unit (tank), while air leakage in operating mechanism and malfunctioning and contact failures in
control circuits and auxiliary devices are more frequent occurrences.
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Fig.2.1.1-2 Failure ratio of GIS by cause
(Compiled from J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014))
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Fig.2.1.1-3 Number of failures by natural degradation mode
(Compiled from J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014))
The above-mentioned research results indicate that, when deterioration investigation and lifetime
evaluation are conducted in Japan, typical points of checks include: the extent of degradation of Orings and rust on flanges that can lead to gas leakage in the case of GIS main body; remaining
thickness of silver plating and degrees of grease degradation at sliding parts, including GCB, in the
case of current flow parts; and the extent of grease degradation that can lead to malfunctioning and
degradation due to factors including equipment malfunctioning, contact failures and corrosion in
the case of auxiliary devices in operating mechanisms and controlling circuits.
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Related Activities in Other Countries
Although there are rare instances of GIS introduced by electric power companies in other
countries that begun operation in the early 1980s and have been in use for nearly four decades,
most, or substations where they were installed, have been replaced after 25 to 35 years of use.
There have been many research papers on replacement or upgrading equipment or substation
renewal projects presented at CIGRE’s international conferences held biennially in Paris.
However, several cases of malfunctioning, failures, and abnormalities have been reported.

2.2

Examples of failures at outdoor GIS Substations: Middle East, Southeast Asia, Japan, etc.
(1) Gas leakage due to rust forming on GIS flange contact surface (occurred after about 30
years of use, caused by water intrusion due to deteriorated caulking around the outer
contact surface of flanges)
(2) Spacer cracks due to deterioration in caulking at GIB flange connecting parts (similar to
(1))
(3) Rust on auxiliary relays due to moisture in the control box (occurred after about 20 to 30
years of use)
(4) Damage due to deterioration mortar caulking (cementing) parts of external feeder
connection bushing (occurred after about 20 to 30 years of use)
As described above, there have been many cases where it was impossible to extend the lives of
equipment due to failures, such as SF6 gas leakage, that occurred before their design life of 25 to
30 years due to rust forming under the outdoor environment. Depending on the country, many
outdoor substations have an air insulation substation configuration in which air-insulation is used
on main busbars and gas-insulation equipment is used on feeder switches connecting to lines and
transformers. In such facilities, the mainstream idea is to quickly replace a single broken
equipment to recover the normal operation.
Examples of indoor GIS Substations: Australia, U.S., Middle East, Japan, etc.
In these examples, extension of equipment life became impossible due to operating situations
of the substations or performance specifications of the GIS rather than surrounding environment
or conditions, compared to outdoor GIS Substations.
(1) Air leakage due to deterioration of gasket at piping connection of air-control mechanism
(occurred after 30 to 35 years of operation; operating mechanisms modified to motor spring
mechanism (GCB component replaced on manufacturer recommendation), gaskets
replaced/repaired by customer request)
(2) Malfunctioning of operating mechanisms due to deteriorated grease quality
(Occurred after about 30 years of use. Dismantlement maintenance of operating
mechanisms, grease up)
(3) Gas leakage due to O-ring deterioration of flanges
(Occurred after 30 to 35 years of operation; O-rings replaced)
(4) Defective electrical components in local control cubicles
(Occurred after 30 to 35 years of operation; devices replaced and repaired)
(5) Mechanical troubles (loose bolts, etc.) due to shock of switching or counterforce to
vibrations
(Occurred after about 20 to 30 years of use; inspection through open internal checks,
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repairs)
(6) Troubles in measuring instruments (e.g. gauges) and oil leakage due to the same shock as
the above vibrations
(occurred after about 20 to 30 years of use; components replaced and repaired)
As mentioned above, prevention of troubles and long-term use of GIS beyond their design life
will become possible by periodical inspection of equipment, detailed inspection (dismantlement
maintenance) of operating mechanisms and open internal inspection recommended by
manufacturers and sampling deterioration inspections employed by Japanese electric power
companies to assess the appropriate timing of replacement. There are no other countries where
electric power companies and GIS manufacturers work together to optimize maintenance and
replacement of substation facilities (asset management) and explore ways to improve quality and
reliability, as practiced in Japan. Unlike Japan, where companies have long experience of
operating GIS, many countries have GIS whose ages are reaching their design life of 30 years and
thus face the need to work out measures to address them.
Middle Eastern countries, including Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, in particular, introduced GIS
many years ago and the asset management thinking like Japanese electric power companies.
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3

Survey Results
3.1 General Survey Items
3.1.1 Major Economic Indicators
Table 3.1.1-1 shows the basic information and major economic indicators of Kuwait, and
Table 3.1.1-2 shows the budget transition from 2017 to 2018.
Table 3.1.1-1 Basic information and major economic indicators of Kuwait

Basic items
Geography

Area: 18,000 km2 (about the same as Shikoku island of Japan)

Climate

Desert climate; very hot and dry summers; rainfall concentrated in January to
April

Capital

Kuwait City (population: 580,000, end of 2018)

Population

4.62 million (end of 2018), growing at annual 3.0% over last 5 years;
foreigners accounting for 69.6% (end of 2018)

Ethnic groups

59.2% Arabs (of which 31.3% Kuwaiti), 37.8% Asians, 1.9% Africans, and
1.1% others (European and Americans) (2013 CIA)

Religion

74.6% Islam (including about 70% Sunni, about 30% Shiite), 18.2%
Christianity, 7.2% other (2013 CIA)

Language

Official language is Arabic; English widely spoken

Politics and diplomacy
Independence
date

June 19, 1961 (end of British protectorate)

Current
constitution

Established in November 1962

Government

Constitutional monarchy

Head of state

H.H. Sheikh Sabah AI-Ahmed AI-Jabir Al-Sabah, Amir

Administrative
officer

H.H.Sheikh Jabir AI-Mubarak Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah, prime minister

Political parties

Political parties are not officially recognized. However, there are de facto
political groups, including the Popular Action Bloc, the Islamic Constitutional
Movement, and the National Democratic Alliance.

Legislature

National assembly (unicameral); four year term of office (50 seats)

Military

17,500 total troops (13,000 army, 2,000 navy, 2,500 air force),
4.3% defense spending to GDP; 7,100 troops in paramilitary organizations
(border guards, etc.)
23,700 reserves personnel; hosts U.S. personnel (Source: Military Balance
2019)

Diplomacy

Nonaligned neutrality; pro-U.S.; pro-U.K.; cooperation with GCC countries

International
organization
membership

United Nations, IMF, World Bank, WTO, ILO, FAO, AfDB, OIC, Arab
League, OPEC, OAPEC

Education

8 years of compulsory education (4 years of primary education, 4 years of
secondary education)
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Economy (nominal GDP and GDP per capita 2018 figures; others 2017)
Nominal GDP

KWD42.6 billion (USD141.0 billion)

GDP per capita

USD30,839

Nominal GDP
composition

39.6% oil and gas, 21.9% community and social services, 8.9% finance and
insurance,
8.8% real estate, 6.3% transportation/warehouse/communications, 6.2%
manufacturing, etc.

Trade value

Export value: USD54.84 billion (46.9% of 2017 GDP)
Import value: USD35.68 billion (28.0% of 2017 GDP)

Export structure

90.2% mineral fuel, 9.8% other

Main export
destinations

17.8% South Korea, 16.9% China, 11.6% India, 11.2% Japan, 8.9% EU
(2.6% Italy, 0.7% France), 2.4% Egypt, etc.

Import structure

15.1% power generation equipment-related, 12.4% electrical equipment,
11.4% transportation equipment,
5.8% steel products, 4.1% pharmaceuticals, 3.6% precious metals, etc.

Main import
origins

21.2% EU (5.9% Germany, 4.5% Italy), 16.4% China,
10.3％ U.S., 8.7％ UAE, 5.2％ India, 5.1％ Japan, etc.

Japanese general
trading companies

Itochu, Sumitomo Corp., Marubeni, Mitsui & Co., Mitsubishi Corp.

Japanese financial
institutions

None

Relations with Japan

Trade value

Export value to Japan; 800.7 billion yen / import value: 195.4 billion yen
(2018)
* The ratio of export (import) value to GDP is “export (import) value of goods
in customs statistics / nominal GDP."

KWD1  USD3.29  JPY350 (end of September 2019)
(JCIF (2019, October), Overview table of Kuwait)

Table 3.1.1-2 National budget of Kuwait
Unit: Million KWD (Million USD)
Year
Revenue
Expenses
Total

2017

2018

2019

13,344

15,089

15,812

（43,903）

（49,643）

（52,021）

19,900

21,500

22,500

（65,471）

（70,735）

（74,025）

▲ 6,556

▲ 6,411

▲ 6,688

（▲ 21,568 ）

（▲ 21,092 ）

（▲ 22,004 ）

1KWD ≒ 3.29USD ≒ 350JPY, as in Sep. 2019

(Compiled from Ministry of Finance Kuwait (2018-2019), The General Budget 2017/2018 and
2018/2019)
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(1) National holidays in Kuwait
In Kuwait, government and public offices, private companies and educational institutions are
closed on the national holidays listed below. Both Islamic and Gregorian calendars are used, and
there is an 11-day gap between them. As a result, national holidays on the Islamic calendar are
out of synch with seasons.
① Islamic holidays
・ Islamic New Year's Day (Al-Hijra)
・ Festival marking the end of fasting (Eid Al-Fitr)
This starts on the 25th day of the ninth month on the Islamic calendar (Ramadan)
and lasts until the fifth day of the next month (Shawwal). Muslims are banned from
eating, drinking or smoking during the day.
・ Feast of Sacrifice (Eid Al-Adha)
Four days from the 10th day of the 12th month on the Islamic calendar (Dhu al-Hijja).
・ Birthday of the Prophet Muhammad (Milad un Nabi)
The festival celebrating the birth of Muhammad, the Islam founder. It falls on the
12th day, for Sunnis, and the 17th day, for Shiites, of the third month on the Islamic
calendar (Rabi-ul-Awwal).
② Gregorian national holidays
・ Gregorian New Year's Day (Jan. 1)
・ National Foundation Day (Feb. 25)
・ Liberation Day (Feb. 26, the anniversary marking Kuwait’s liberation from the Iraqi
occupation)
(2) Business hours
Weekends fall on Fridays and Saturdays; the week starts on Sunday. Shops, restaurants and
other establishments suspend operation for about 30 minutes during the five daily prayer times.
1st prayer: “Fajr”
2nd prayer: “Zuhr”
3rd prayer: “Asr”
4th prayer:
“Maghreb”
5th prayer: “Isha”

Offered after waking up in a period from the beginning of dawn to
sunrise.
Offered between the time the sun crosses the meridian and the
start of “Asr” prayer.
Offered between the time when any object's shadow equals the
length of the object itself and sunset.
Offered from just before sunset until the “Isha” prayer.
Offered after the afterglow of sunset completely disappears and
before the “Fajr” prayer.

Entities in Kuwait are operated in ways that respect teachings and traditions of Islam, but also
take into account the customs and the calendar of the Western society. Business hours in Kuwait
are outlined in the table below:
Government offices
Banks
Shops
Restaurants

Sunday - Thursday
Sunday - Thursday
Sunday - Thursday
30

(7:00-14:00)
(8:00-13:00/17:00-19:30)
(9:00-13:00/16:30-21:00)
(12:00-15:00/18:00-23:00)

3.1.2 Power Sector Indicators
(1) History
① Start of power supply service
The first power supply in Kuwait was a small kerosene-powered generator installed at
Seif Palace in 1913. In 1934, Al-Ahlia Company started operating the country’s first power
station, supplying electric power through copper overhead lines on wooden poles. The
circuit voltage was DC 200V and the generation capacity was 30kW. Power infrastructure
development came to a halt during World War II, however, many generators were installed
since 1949, boosting generation capacity to 1,100MW in 1951. During this period, the
power network system shifted from DC to AC (220/380V, three-phase, 50Hz) [10].
② Nationalization of electric power service and PPP introduction
After Kuwait’s power demand increased sharply amid a rapid modernization in the
consumer sector, Al-Ahlia’s service capacity reached its limits. In 1951, the government
acquired the company’s shares and set up the general directorate of electricity, launching
the government-led power operation [10].
After the 1951 nationalization, an organizational reshuffle was carried out and the
country’s power generation was handed to MEW, a government entity. To promote private
sector investment to support expansion of power supply, the Independent Water and Power
Producer (IWPP) law and then the Public Private Partnership (PPP) law were promulgated
respectively in 2010 and 2014. Power stations with generation capacity of over 500MW
now had to be handled under PPP programs as IWPP projects [2]. The first project under
these laws was the construction of the Az-Zour North power station, for which the contract
was signed in 2013. Its commercial operation was started at the end of November 2016
[9].
③ Growing power demand and power development
The increase in power demand has been rapid and significant, with annual peak load
growth rates shifting from about 32% in the 1950s, 26% in the 1960s, 15% in the 1970s
and 8% in the 1980s to 8%-10% in the past 10 years [10], remaining at very high levels
even to this day. The peak load in 2018 was 13,910MW (Fig. 3.1.2-1), while annual growth
rate was 3.68% [9].
In response to the rapid demand growth, power station construction and expansion work
for existing facilities have continued since 1952. Generation capacity was 18,793MW in
2018 (Fig. 3.1.2-1) and is expected to reach 19,598MW by 2024 [9].
Kuwait’s power source initially was mainly thermal using fossil fuel (Fig. 3.1.2-2),
however, the government aims to increase the share of sustainable energy to 10% of the
total output by 2020 [2], aiming to take advantage of the abundant solar energy. A total
capacity of 385MW generated at 19 locations is planned in a project in which photo voltaic
cells will be floated on the surface of reservoirs for generation. The first construction work
under the project is an about 30MW facility planned at the Sabiya reservoir, which will
start in 2019 [9].
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④ Development of transmission networks
The transmission and substation networks had been expanded amid a rush to build
power stations. The circuit voltage was raised to 33kV, and then 132kV. The 132kV
networks reached its limits from the economic and technical viewpoint. Thus, 300kV
networks were introduced as a large-scale means to transmit power to key power
consumption regions from power stations. Large-scale projects to expand power networks
have been implemented, with 400kV networks introduced more recently.
(2) Power generation capacity and peak load

Fig. 3.1.2-1 Historical power generation capacity and peak load (2005-2018)
(MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
(3) Power supply configuration
The others
0.4%
Combined Cycle Turbines
11.9%

Steam Turbines
47.7%

Gas Turbines
40.0%

Fig. 3.1.2-2 Power supply configuration (generation capacity)
(Compiled from MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
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(4) Amount of power generation

Fig. 3.1.2-3 Historical power output (2008-2018)
(MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
(5) Electric power network system
Kuwait’s electric power network system is comprised of 400kV-33kV transmission networks
and 11kV-240V distribution networks. As shown in Table 3.1.2-1, the power network system is
divided into 400kV-300kV extra high voltage (EHV), 132kV-33kV high voltage (HV), 11kV
medium voltage distribution, and street-lighting networks, based on the circuit voltage. These
power network systems are operated by the National Control Center (NCC) and the District
Control Centers (DCCs). All 400kV-300kV and part of the 132kV equipment are controlled by
the NCC, and the remaining 132kV and 11kV equipment are all controlled by the DCCs.
Table 3.1.2-1 Circuit voltage

(Compiled from MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
The NCC, a single entity, is serving the entire nation and is located in the Jabriya district in
Kuwait City. There are four DCCs, each with its own coverage area. Fig. 3.1.2-4 shows the areas
covered by the respective DCCs. Jabriya-DCC and Town-DCC are mainly responsible for Kuwait
City, Shuaiba-DCC for the southern coastal area, and Jahra-DCC for the rest. Although areas and
scope of control vary greatly, the country’s population and industry are concentrated in Kuwait
City and coastal areas, and substations are also concentrated in the city. This is believed to have
resulted in the current coverage configuration.
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(Map of Kuwait)

(Map of Kuwait City and surrounding areas)
Fig. 3.1.2-4 DCC’s coverage areas
(Compiled from MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
Table 3.1.2-2 and Fig. 3.1.2-5 show the outline of MEW’s transmission facilities as of 2019.
The 400kV-300kV transmission lines normally use two feeders per route. Overhead lines are used
in suburban areas and underground cables are used in urban areas.
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Table 3.1.2-2 Numbers of primary substations
Circuit Voltage

No. of Substations

400 kV

12

300 kV

32

132 kV

426

33 kV

313

(Compiled from MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))

Fig. 3.1.2-5 Total lengths of transmission lines and percentage shares of overhead and
underground lines/cables
(Compiled from MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
Fig. 3.1.2-6 and Fig. 3.1.2-7 respectively show transition of numbers of primary substations
and total lengths of overhead and underground transmission lines. In the EHV networks, 400kV
transmission facilities were introduced in 2010, and the existing 300kV networks have been
continuously expanded. Many 33kV substations have been constructed in the HV networks, for
which 132kV overhead and underground transmission lines have been greatly expanded.
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Fig. 3.1.2-6 Transition of number of primary substations in Kuwait (2001-2018)
(MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))

(Overhead transmission lines)

(Underground transmission lines)
Fig. 3.1.2-7 Transition of total lengths of underground transmission lines in Kuwait (2001-2018)
(MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
(6) Electricity charges (electricity rates, electricity tariffs)
Table 3.1.2-3 shows the electricity charges (or electricity rates, electricity tariffs) in Kuwait. In
Kuwait, electricity charges were revised in a period between May 2017 and February 2018 to
address a budget deficit, raising prices significantly. As the “Trading/Investment” item include
apartments where many foreigners live, we assume the electricity charges for Kuwait’s
households are about 1.75 JPY/kWh. Compared to the electricity charges which is 19.88
JPY/kWh for Tokyo Electric Power/meter-rate lighting B plan/up to 120kWh (December 2019)
in Japan [11], Kuwait’s electricity is very cheap, even including the hike.
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Table 3.1.2-3 Electricity charges in Kuwait (before and after revision)
Category
Trading / Investment
Industry / Agriculture
Government

Electricity Charge per kWh
Before Revision

After Revision

0.002 KWD

0.005 KWD

（0.700 JPY）

（1.750 JPY）

0.002 KWD

0.010 KWD

（0.700 JPY）

（3.500 JPY）

0.002 KWD

0.025 KWD

（0.700 JPY）

（8.750 JPY）
1KWD ≒ 3.29USD ≒ 350JPY, as in Sep. 2019

(Compiled from Embassy of Japan in Kuwait (2018, Nov), Economic Overview of Kuwait)
(7) Operational structure of power projects
With the exception of some in-house power generation facilities, all electricity in Kuwait is
produced at MEW’s power stations (including those under PPP projects) and is transmitted to
consuming areas through MEW’s transmission and distribution facilities. The organization chart
of MEW is shown in Fig. 3.1.2-8. Operation of transmission networks is controlled by the
Electricity Transmission Networks Division, which is divided into departments of Underground
Cables & Overhead Lines Maintenance, Planning and Follow-up, Electricity Networks Design,
and Electricity Networks Installation Projects, in addition to PSMD.
The organization chart of PSMD is shown in Fig. 3.1.2-9. PSMD has five sections, which
respectively manage switchgear, transformers, protection systems, batteries and buildings.
PSMD’s personnel are largely divided into technicians who are blue-collar workers and engineers
with more specialized knowledge. Routine maintenance work is carried out by engineers called
field staff who serve all sections under the instruction by section chiefs and senior engineers,
using technicians suited to the nature of given work. Supervisors of technicians are called
foremen. Field staff, who total nearly 400, are not stationed at PSMD's offices but are standingby at branch offices or homes, and are dispatched to the site when troubles occur or when their
work is required.
Table 3.1.2-4 shows the personnel structure of PSMD. Foreign workers represented a high
percentage until a few years ago, but most positions are served by Kuwaitis now.
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Fig. 3.1.2-8 MEW organization chart
(Compiled from MEW Kuwait (2019), Statistical Year Book 2019 (Electrical Energy))
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Fig. 3.1.2-9 PSMD organization chart
(Created by Chubu Electric Power based on interview results)

Table 3.1.2-4 PSMD personnel structure

(Created by Chubu Electric Power based on interview results)
3.1.3 Situation of Japanese Manufacturers in Kuwait
In Kuwait, where many GIS were introduced from the second half of the 1970s, GIS
substations (of which Hitachi has delivered about 50) are aging. Substations installed around
1985, the peak year of substation delivery and construction, are now over 30 years old. MEW
currently contracts maintenance works on the entire equipment of 400/300/132kV GIS
substations to their respective main contractors under long-term contracts that span three to five
years since 1990s. However, the maintenance menu used is based on the 11kV switchgear that
requires parts replacement etc. at regular intervals, and the maintenance menu for 132kV GIS is
limited to minor items at levels comparable to measurement of operational performance and
inspection of outward appearance. These menus do not allow detailed attention to be paid on
inspection of deterioration modes of individual GIS or measures to be taken.
As shown in Table 3.1.3-1, manufacturers of the existing 400/300/132kV GIS include Japanese,
European, South Korean and Kuwaiti companies. Table 3.1.3-2 shows the scope of the
maintenance work performed by main contractors. At present, only equipment of 400/300/132kV
GIS requires dispatch of supervisors from existing manufacturers for maintenance work.
Table 3.1.3-1 Manufacturers of existing 400/300/132kV GIS and number of substations
Manufacturers of existing equipment
ABB (Switzerland)
GE Alstom (France)
Siemens (Germany)
Hitachi (Japan)
Mitsubishi Electric (Japan)
Toshiba (Japan)
CG (Belgium)
HHI (South Korea) / Al-Ahelia (Kuwait)

Total
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Number of
substations

42
54
116
45
54
22
36
84
453

Work scope of substation maintenance and repair by MEW
Spare
Emergency
Preventive Maintenance
Target equipment
repair
parts
Table 3.1.3-2

400/300/132kV GIS
30/20/11/6.6kV Switchgear
Power transformer
Control and protection
panels, etc.
Building (air conditioner,
fan, etc.)

Visual appearance inspection,
operational tests, grease up,
cleaning
Visual appearance inspection,
operational tests, grease up,
cleaning
Visual appearance inspection,
operational tests, grease up,
cleaning
Visual appearance inspection,
operational tests, cleaning
Visual appearance inspection,
operational tests, cleaning

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

3.1.4 Results of Survey on Maintenance Situations of Existing Substations
We conducted interviews with members of PSMD’s switchgear section using the questionnaire,
to look into the actual current situation of MEW’s substation maintenance. We also visited
MEW’s substations aged over three decades with PSMD officials and interviewed staff on-site
about the equipment and maintenance situations. Results are described below.

Photo 3.1.4-1 Interviews with PSMD members
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3.1.4.1
Outline of MEW’s substations and maintenance work by PSMD
(1) Maintenance structure
Substation maintenance is led by companies that took on turnkey contracts.
Table 3.1.4.1-1
Position
Site manager
Protection manager
Specialist
Site engineer

Maintenance structure (preventive maintenance)
Contractor
Main contractor (e.g. equipment manufacturer)
Manufacturers of existing protection panels
Manufacturers of existing equipment
or individuals certified at equipment manufacturer factories
Local contractors

(2) Allowable shutdown period and operation
In Kuwait, electricity consumption peaks in the summer months from June to October, and
work requiring shutdowns (switch-off) is planned and implemented outside this period.
Shutdown operations are performed by remote control from NCC / DCC and on-site operation
by PSMD staff from control panels in substation or GIS local control cubicle. Operational steps
at the time of transmission line shutdown are as described below.
① CB "open" by remote control from NCC or DCC
② DS "open" on the busbar side and feeder side from local control panel or GIS local
control cubicle
③ ES "close" from local control panel or GIS local control cubicle
④ DS, ES operation air piping valve "close" or switching power supply "off"
(3) Outline of substations in MEW
All MEW substations use GIS and GIS is installed indoors. Although there is a space for
spare feeders, it is insufficient for renewal. We thus think all feeders will have to be replaced at
their original locations or in a building newly constructed at another location.
Substation names represent the district of the substation, followed by a letter indicating the
voltage class, as shown in Table 3.1.4.1-2 (e.g. Mahboula C). The letter is added in the
alphabetical order. If there is an existing substation of the same voltage class in the district, a
new substation will be given a letter that comes after the one used in the existing substation.
("Mahboula C" thus indicates it is a 132kV-11kV substation in the Mahboula district and the
third one that commissioned after A and B.)
Table 3.1.4-1-2 Substation names
Substation name
from A to V
Substation location +
from W to Y
Z
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Voltage class
11, 33, 132 kV
300 kV
400 kV

3.1.4.2
Switchgear section duties
(1) GIS maintenance situation
The switchgear section is responsible for GIS maintenance. No periodical visual inspections
are conducted, however, routine maintenance, called “preventive maintenance” are performed
every 2.5 to 3 years with shutdown (switch-off) condition. CBs in GIS are inspected on the
following. No detailed inspections or maintenance work, including dismantlement maintenance
of operating mechanisms, or replacement of consumable parts, or overhauling of the main body
of GIS, is performed. Therefore, there is currently no data that can be used to grasp the
deterioration degrees and trends of the GIS itself.
・ Contact resistance measurement * Japanese-made products only (others cannot be
measured due to structural constraints)
・ Timing tests (open/close time measurement)
・ Gas analysis (purity, dew point, decomposition gasses)
・ Replacement of air piping O-rings (if necessary)
・ Grease up
* Conducted where possible without dismantlement
・ Contact resistance measurement for auxiliary relays
* Checking conduction with a
tester
・ Interlock check
・ Alarm check
(2) Troubleshooting and record management
The actions taken when a failure occurs are as follows. Responses vary on No.3, No.4, and
No.5 to (5) depending on the person performing the checks, with some performing all items and
some just one of them. Microsoft’s "Team" was only recently introduced and is used by only the
switchgear section in PSMD, however, registered details can be viewed by the higher-level MEW
employees. No entry style is specified. It is not used for classifying or sorting out data, or
conducting sophisticated analysis.
①
②
③
④
⑤

PSMD staff conduct on-site inspection
Fill out inspection findings in a printed form called “Trouble Shooting Paper”
Store Trouble Shooting Paper in the printed form
Store scan data of Trouble Shooting Paper on PC
Register in commercial data sharing software (Microsoft “Team”)

(3) Issues at existing substations
Frequent GIS-related troubles at existing substations are as follows.
・ Air leakage (pneumatic operating mechanism)
・ Oil leakage (hydraulic operating mechanism)
・ SF6 gas leakage
3.1.4.3
Duties of other section
(1) Battery Section
Battery Section in PSMD is responsible for maintaining and replacing batteries. As batteries
are a DC power source indispensable for equipment control and protection, and they are in a
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harsh environment where temperatures can rise above 50 C in summer, inspections on them
are conducted relatively frequently. Table 3.1.4.3-1 gives an outline of battery inspection. The
inspections are performed by a local contractor, and PSMD approves the submitted records.
The contractor has two sets of spare batteries, one for replacement during overhauling and the
other for emergency use.
The expected life of the batteries is 35 to 40 years, however, the actual lifespan is shorter
than this as defective cells are replaced. The upper limit of the operating temperature of earlier
batteries was 50 C, the required specifications were revised to call for use of those with a
higher limit of 60 C because local temperatures can rise above 50 C.

Type
Routine
Main
Boost
Overhaul

Table 3.1.4.3-1 Outline of battery inspections
Frequency/schedule
What is done
Water level, water injection, cleaning. Only on a few
Monthly
randomly selected cells.
Every 6 months
Water level, water injection, cleaning. On all cells
Winter
Charge/discharge test
Disassembly and parts replacement performed based on
As needed
the above inspection results.

(2) Civil &Auxiliary Service Section
Simple maintenance work, such as cleaning of substations and management of air conditioners
and fluorescent lamps, is performed by Civil & Auxiliary Service section. The frequency is about
once every three months.
In case that any abnormalities are found on substation facilities during visits by Battery Section
or Civil & Auxiliary Section, this information is informed to the related section, such as
Switchgear Section, Transformer Section.
3.1.4.4
Status of substation equipment maintenance
We inspected the situation of GIS and other equipment at primary substations managed by
PSMD. The survey results of each substation are shown below.
(1) Mahboula C Substation
① Outline of facilities
・ This is a 132/11kV substation constructed by Hitachi in 1982. It uses a single-busbar
system. MEW uses single busbar or double busbars depending on the number of
connecting feeders.
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Table 3.1.4.4-1 Outline of 132kV GIS (GCB) in Mahboula C Substation
製年
Construction Year

1982

製造者
Manufacturer

日立製作所
Hitachi

定格電圧
Rated Voltage

145 kV

CB 定格電流（送電線）
CB Rated Current (Feeder)

800 A

CB 定格遮断電流（送電線）
CB Short Time Current (Feeder)

40 kA

CB 形式
CB Type

MFPT-120-40L

CB 操作方式
CB Driving System

空気操作
Pneumatic

設置環境
Installed Atmosphere

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

母線方式
Busbar Configuration

単母線
Single

② Remarks on maintenance and equipment situations
・ An air leakage occurred from one three-way valve. Since such air leakage had occurred
repeatedly, PSMD appears to aims to change the operating mechanism from the
pneumatic operation to the motor spring operation.
・ No defects, such as oil leakage, damage of gauges, were found on the transformers
through the inspection of outward appearance.
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(Substation outward appearance)

(132kV GIS (Hitachi))

(GIS local control cubicle)

(132/11kV transformer)

(Control panels)
(Protection panels)
Photo 3.1.4.4-1 Mahboula C Substation
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(2) Ahmadi W/A Substation
① Outline of facilities
・ This is a 300/132kV substation constructed by Toshiba in 1987. Connecting feeders
and 132kV GIS by GANZ were added in 2003 (two bays at both ends of the existing
buses, for a total of four bays).
Table 3.1.4.4-2 Outline of 132kV GIS (GCB) in Ahmadi W/A substation
製年
Construction Year

1987

2003

製造者
Manufacturer

東芝
Toshiba

GANZ

定格電圧
Rated Voltage

145 / 132 kV

145 kV

CB 定格電流（送電線）
CB Rated Current (Feeder)

1200 / 800 A

2000 A

CB 定格遮断電流（送電線）
CB Short Time Current (Feeder)

50 kA

40 kA

CB 形式
CB Type

GSLK-120M1A

No Data

CB 操作方式
CB Driving System

空気操作
Pneumatic

空気操作
Pneumatic

設置環境
Installed Atmosphere

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

母線方式
Busbar Configuration

2 重母線
Double

2 重母線
Double

② Remarks on maintenance and equipment situations
・ Air leakage occurred at the bottom joint of the upright air controlling tank. The problem
required extensive dismantlement repair work due to its structure. This problem have
occurred a number of times.
・ In one case, a command to operate CB did not work and control current were flowing
through trip coils, and then, the trip coil burned.
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(Substation outward appearance)

(132kV GIS (Toshiba))

(GIS local control cubicle)

(132kV GIS (GANZ))

(Control panels)
(Protection panel)
Photo 3.1.4.4-2 Ahmadi W/A substation
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(3) Fhaheel E Substation
① Outline of facilities
・ This is a 132/11kV substation constructed in 1982 by Mitsubishi Electric, located in a
coastal area about 40km south of Kuwait City.
Table 3.1.4.4-3 Outline of 132kV GIS (GCB) in Fhaheel E Substation
製年
1982
Construction Year
製造者
Manufacturer

三菱電機
Mitsubishi

定格電圧
Rated Voltage

132 kV

CB 定格電流（送電線）
CB Rated Current (Feeder)

800 A

CB 定格遮断電流（送電線）
CB Short Time Current (Feeder)

40 kA

CB 形式
CB Type

100-SFMT-40

CB 操作方式
CB Driving System

空気操作
Pneumatic

設置環境
Installed Atmosphere

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

母線方式
Busbar Configuration

2 重母線
Double

② Remarks on maintenance and equipment situations
・ There is a note on a GIS local control cubicle stating, "Pressure switch for SF6 gas is
defected," indicating that it does not work and repair is required.
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(Substation outward appearance)

(132kV GIS (Mitsubishi))

(GIS local control cubicle)

(Notes on GIS local control cubicle)

(Control panels)
Photo 3.1.4.4-3 Fhaheel E Substation
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(4) Fintas A Substation/ AE Substation
① Outline of facilities overview
・ There is also the W substation (300 kV) adjacent to the Fintas A / AE substations
(132/33/11kV). The A substation and the AE substation are housed in separate buildings
on the same site, and their GIS busbars are connected by GIB. "AE" indicates the A
substation “extension.”
・ The GIS at the Fintas A Substation were installed under two contracts, meaning some
were made in 1978 and the other in 1981. GCB tanks made in 1981 have rupture discs,
however, those made in 1978 do not.
Table 3.1.4.4-4 Outline of 132kV GIS (GCB) in Fintas A Substation /AE Substation
変電所
Fintas A
Fintas AE
Substation
製年
Construction Year

1978 / 1981

1981

製造者
Manufacturer

日立製作所
Hitachi

日立製作所
Hitachi

定格電圧
Rated Voltage

145 kV

145 kV

CB 定格電流（送電線）
CB Rated Current (Feeder)

800 A

1400 A

CB 定格遮断電流（送電線）
CB Short Time Current (Feeder)

31.5 kA

40 kA

CB 形式
CB Type

MFPT-120-31L

MFPT-120-40L

CB 操作方式
CB Driving System

空気操作
Pneumatic

空気操作
Pneumatic

設置環境
Installed Atmosphere

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

母線方式
Busbar Configuration

2 重母線
Double

2 重母線
Double

② Remarks on maintenance and equipment situations
・ Bay-No.15 at the Fintas A substation has a note stating that "The DS mechanism has
been removed for maintenance and the busbar protection conditions have been simulated
by shorting the terminals” (see photo). Because the date is not written in the note, it is
not unknown when this situation started.
・ We can see that the transformers were damaged in the Gulf War, as many bullet holes
were left on the transformer. It is functioning with no problem after the U.S. military
personnel welded and repaired them. No oil leakage was found on the transformers.
・ Protection panels mainly use electromagnetic mechanical type and are stationary.
Although there is no description of the year of manufacture, it is estimated probably from
the close to the manufacturing year of the GIS from their appearance. There are some
panels that had IEDs (Intelligent Electronic Device) or digital relays made by Siemens,
installed as replacements.
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・ The protection panels have an "Out of Service" notice in each and they are in need of
repair.
・ Air leakage was found at two three-way valves on the air piping during our survey. In
each case, the air leakage stopped when the valve was tightened. It is estimated that the
valve deteriorated and gradually loosened due to vibration from CB operation.

(Substation outward appearance)

(132kV GIS (Hitachi))

(GIS local control cubicle)

(132/11kV transformer)

(Protection panels)
(Note at Bay No.15)
Photo 3.1.4.4-4 Fintas A Substation
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(132kV GIS (Hitachi))

(GIS local control cubicle)

(300/132kV transformer)

(Bullet holes left on the transformer from the
war)

(Protection panel)
(Note on a protection panel)
Photo 3.1.4.4-5 Fintas AE Substation
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(5) South Sabah Al-Salem W Substation
① Outline of facilities
・ A 300/132/11kV substation constructed by Toshiba, with 11kV switchgears
manufactured by Hitachi.
・ The type of CB in 11kV switchgear was Oil Circuit Breaker (OCB). They were replaced
to Vacuum Circuit Breakers (VCB).
・ Specifications of 300/132kV GIS are as follows.
Table 3.1.4.4-5 Outline of 300/132kV GIS (GCB) in South Sabah Al-Salem W Substation
製年
Construction Year

1986

1986

製造者
Manufacturer

東芝
Toshiba

東芝
Toshiba

定格電圧
Rated Voltage

300 kV

145 kV

CB 定格電流（送電線）
CB Rated Current (Feeder)

1000 A

800 A

CB 定格遮断電流（送電線）
CB Short Time Current (Feeder)

63 kA

40 kA

CB 形式
CB Type

GSRK-250M1

GSLK-120K1A

CB 操作方式
CB Driving System

空気操作
Pneumatic

空気操作
Pneumatic

設置環境
Installed Atmosphere

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

母線方式
Busbar Configuration

2 重母線
Double

2 重母線
Double

② Remarks on maintenance and equipment situations
・ A note on the 300kV Bay No. 8 said "Do not operate ES due to motor failure.” Because
the date is not written in the note, it is not unknown when this situation started.
・ Hitachi’s equipment also exist in the substation, however, maintenance work of the
substation is performed by Toshiba because the substation was constructed by Toshiba.
(Actually, the main contractor of substation maintenance and repair work shown in Table
3.1.3-2 contracts each manufacturer.)
・ There are transformers, 300/132kV, 300MVA (made in 1997) and 132/11kV, 30MVA
(made in 1986). There found some oil leakage traces on the top cover flange of the
132/11kV transformer tank.
・ Majority of the control and protection panels use mechanical types and are stationary.
The manufacturing year is 1986, the same as GIS. Some panels have IEDs or digital
relays made by Siemens or ABB, installed as replacements. The busbar protection panels
have IEDs (made by ABB) for all units It seems to have been installed at a later time.
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(Substation outward appearance)

(132kV GIS (Toshiba))

Do not
operate

(GIS local control cubicle and a note)

(300/132kV transformer)

(Protection panels)
(Busber protection using IEDs)
Photo 3.1.4.4-6 South Sabah Al-Salem W Substation
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(6) Omerieh W Substation
① Outline of facilities
・ One of the important 300/132/33/11kV substation located on the outskirts of Kuwait City.
Feeders connecting to it are also very important.
・ Specifications of 300kV and132kV GIS are as follows.
Table 3.1.4.4-6 Outline of 300/132kV GIS (GCB) in Omerieh W Substation
製年
Construction Year

1983

1979

製造者
Manufacturer

Alstom

Alstom

定格電圧
Rated Voltage

275 kV

132 kV

CB 定格電流（送電線）
CB Rated Current (Feeder)

2000 A

800 A

CB 定格遮断電流（送電線）
CB Short Time Current (Feeder)

63 kA

31.5 kA

CB 形式
CB Type

FB2T

C40

CB 操作方式
CB Driving System

油圧操作
Hydraulic

油圧操作
Hydraulic

設置環境
Installed Atmosphere

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

屋内（空調なし）
Indoor, No A/C

母線方式
Busbar Configuration

2 重母線
Double

2 重母線
Double

② Remarks on maintenance and equipment situations
(132kV GIS)
・ The 132kV GIS has experienced several wide area blackouts in the past due to internal
failures. In addition, there were other failures, such as low oil pressure of hydraulic
operating mechanism due to oil leakage, DS closing failure due to defect on junction
portion for busbar DS operation. Oil leakages in hydraulic operating mechanism had
occurred at many places, as could be seen from the traces left on the floor.
・ Notes such as "Operation not possible due to failure" are posted on multiple GIS local
control cubicles.
・ The last wide area blackout caused by the Omerieh W Substation occurred in 2006. The
cause is unknown. The scale of the blackout became large as the 132kV busbar at the
Omerieh W Substation tripped and many important feeders were connected to it. As a
countermeasure, some of the important feeders were switched to other substations.
・ Manufacturers' parts supply has already been discontinued as the equipment is very old.
There are three substations that have Alstom GIS that are of the same model as those
installed at the Omerieh W Substation. In the event of a failure, repairs are made using
parts of the spare bays at each substation.

・ There have been many failures due to the facility’s aging, however, there is no plan of
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replacing. Because the facility cannot be shut down for an extended period as it has
important feeders connected it and there is not large enough land area remaining to install
a new GIS building, MEW has not been able to plan to replace it.
・ There are four units of 132/33kV 75MVA transformers made in 1985. We found traces
of oil leakage in some of the equipment, however, the transformers have been operating
with no problem.
・ Majority of the control and protection panels use mechanical types and are stationary.
Their manufacturing year is 1981. Some panels have IEDs or digital relays made by
Siemens, ABB or Areva, installed as replacements.
・ Many cautionary notes, such as "Operation prohibited," are posted in various places on
the control and protection panels. It seems that repairs could not be done. In some cases,
faulty condition had been left unaddressed for over five years.
・ In October 2018, a failure of alarm indication on control panels occurred, which the route
of cause seemed to be auxiliary relay failure. As this was a failure of the common circuit
and impacted multiple panels, the staff had to deal with them in the substation for a whole
day until recover. During the investigation to determine the cause of the failure, the main
power source of the panel was turned off, temporarily the substation had an unprotected
state for the main circuit.
(300kV GIS)
・ All transmission lines to the GIS are underground cables. There are overhead
transmission facilities outside of the 300kV GIS building, however, no conductors are
connected to 300kV GIS. It seems that they connected in the past, however, now the
300kV GIS feeders at that location are spare bays. The transmission facilities seems to
be used at the time of using spare bays of GIS.
・ There are four units of 300/132kV 300MVAtransformers. One of them were replaced
with a product made in 2018 by South Korea’s ILJIN. The removed transformer was left
discarded in the substation. MEW tends not to remove abandoned or old facilities and
buildings. In some cases, equipment and panels were left in the spare space of substation
even when they were removed.
・ Otherwise, there had been no major trouble in the 300kV GIS.
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(Substation exterior (300kV building))

(300kV GIS (Alstom))

(GIS local control cubicle)

(Notes on GIS local control cubicle)

(Control panels)
(Note on a panel)
Photo 3.1.4.4-7 Omerieh W Substation (300kV equipment)
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(Substation exterior (132kV building))

(132kV GIS (Alstom))

(GIS local control cubicle)

(Notes on GIS local control cubicle)

(Protection panels)
(Note on a panel)
Photo 3.1.4.4-8 Omerieh W Substation (132kV equipment)
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3.2 Results of GIS Sampling Deterioration Investigation
3.2.1 Selection of GIS Sampling Investigation Target
(1) Selection of substation for investigation
A list of substations delivered by Hitachi is shown in Table 3.2.1-1.
Table 3.2.1-1 Existing substations delivered by Hitachi
Equipment rated
No.
Substation name
voltage
(kV)
132/11
1
JIBLA A
132/11
2
SULAIBIKHAT A
132/33/11
132/11
3
SHUAIBA SVV A
132/11
132/11
132/33/11
4
FINTAS A
132/33/11
5
FINTAS AE
132
132/33/11
6
AHMADl B
132/33/11
7
FARVVANIEH A
132/33/11
8
TOWN A
132/33/11
9
MANGAF B
132/11
10 MAHBOULA C
132/11
132/11
11 AHMADl C
132/11
12 ABU HAUFA B
132/11
13 FINTAS C
132/11
14 FINTAS D
132/11
15 FINTAS E
132/11
16 SALMIYA E
132/11
17 TOWN D
132/11
18 UNIVERSITY B
132/11
19 RIKKA A (Riqqa A)
132/11
20 AHMADI REFINERY B
132/11
21 JABRIEH D
132/11
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No.

Substation name

22
23
24
25
26
27

TOWN E
KHITAN D
BURGAN A
MISHRIF A
ASSALAM A
ASSALAM B

28

UM QUDAIR A

29
30
31
32
33

JALEEB D
TIMA C
RABIYA A
JAHRA C
UM AL HAIMAN A

34

SHUAIBA X

35

SALMIYA X

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

SOUTH JAHRA E
SOUTH JAHRA E
KIFAN B
SHAMIEH A
RAWDA A
SOUTH JAHRA C
ABUDARl A
RETQA A

44

GREEN BELT VV

45

JABERALAHMED VV

Equipment rated
voltage
(kV)
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
300
132
300
132
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/11
132/33/11
300
132
300

There are many GIS substations in Kuwait that have already reached their manufacturers’
design life (expected life) of more than 30 years. We set 45 year age as the target replacement
timing of GIS after optimizing the maintenance and replacement plan. We selected a GIS
substation that have aged 35 to 40 years, for which we can expect to extend their lifetimes by
more five to 10 years from now on. After discussing with PSMD and considering degrees of
securing shutdowns for the investigation work, we selected the 132kV GIS in Mahboula C
Substation (age is 37 years old) for the investigation.
(2) Selection of target bay for investigation
Single line diagram of Mahboula C Substation is shown below.
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Fig. 3.2.1-1 Single line diagram of 132kV circuit in Mahboula C Substation 132kV
(The red circle indicates the target sampling bay under investigation.)

Table 3.2.1-2 Information on GIS feeders at Mahboula C Substation
Bay No.

Feeder Name

MFG No.

MFG Year

CB Counter

1

MAHBOULA - D

514738 - 1

1982

214

2

30MVA T/F No.1

514738 - 2

1982

266

3

Bus Section No.1

514738 - 3

1982

227

4

ABU-HALIFA - A

514738 - 4

1982

661

5

30MVA T/F No.2

514738 - 5

1982

257

6

Bus Section No.2

514738 - 6

1982

210

7

30MVA T/F No.3

514738 - 7

1982

262

8

MAHBOULA - B

514738 - 8

1982

284
MFG：Manufacturing

We selected the Mahboula B feeder of Bay No. 8 as the target of the deterioration investigation.
The reason for the selection is that the feeder can be shutdown (switched off), and that the feeder
is located at the end of the GIS, making it easier to work on it, in order to shorten the switch-off
term for the investigation work. (No. 4 feeder which the operation number is the largest cannot
be switched off for a few days continuously.) MEW approved the work target bay and the
shutdown (switch off) because the planning date (November) is not a high load season.
(3) Specifications of the target GIS to be investigated
The specifications of the GIS at the Mahboula C Substation is as shown in Table 3.1.4.4-1.
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3.2.2 Procedure for Sampling GIS Deterioration Investigation
In the GIS sampling investigation, situations of components are checked and deterioration of
each part of the GIS are inspected. The investigation items are the parts and materials in GCB
operating mechanism as described in 1.2.1 and 1.2.3. Deterioration investigation on GIS main
body cannot planed and completed on time within the limited period allowed under the FS,
therefore, we carry out investigation by visual inspection externally. The investigation items of
GCB operating mechanism are the followings.
・ Detailed check and operation check of GCB operating mechanism
・ Deterioration analysis of O-rings & gaskets and grease
・ Deterioration check of auxiliary relays and switches
Shutdown (switch-off) of the target bay is performed by PSMD staff.
In the O-ring and gasket deterioration analysis, used O-rings and gaskets are collected from air
pipes, air valves and solenoid valves, and hardness measurement and permanent compression set
factor measurement (calculation of distortion factor by measuring O-ring dimensions) are
performed.
In the grease deterioration analysis, grease used in mechanism components is collected from
the operating mechanism (in air-atmosphere) and brought back to Japan for chemical analysis to
evaluate the condition.
For electrical devices (auxiliary relays and switches) are checked through an outward
appearance inspection and contact resistance measurement using a special instrument to check if
there is risk of contact failure.
In addition, outward appearance of the entire GIS is checked to see if there is any sign of
deterioration, abnormalities or defects. Through this deterioration investigation, the detailed
inspection of GCB operating mechanism is done.
3.2.3 Exchange of Technical Information on Maintenance and Managing Asset in Japan
In order to promote understanding of the purpose of the investigation in conducting this FS,
we met Al-Nouri, the Assistance Under Secretary of the Electricity Transmission Networks
Division and an MEW official, and exchanged opinions about GIS maintenance, deterioration
investigation, equipment replacement and managing asset.
From the Japanese side, we explained the concept of replacing policy based on GIS/GCB
maintenance and deterioration investigations. As described earlier, in Japan, GIS deterioration
investigations have been conducted by electric power companies for the purpose of estimating
equipment lifetimes and determining the timing of equipment replacement, as more than 40 years
have passed since the development and introduction of GIS and the equipment has aged
significantly and reliability and cost reduction to maintain stable supply have become important.
In maintenance work, visual inspections (including recording of the equipment state) and other
inspections are conducted. The companies set their own inspection items and cycles, using
manufacturer recommendations as guides. Using the results of the deterioration investigations,
they review the way maintenance work is done and reflect the results in their maintenance policy.
In addition, they have been studying to introduce the “managing asset” which carry out risk
assessment and create assets’ replacement plan by using not only health or deterioration condition
of equipment, but also operational situations and influences in power network system, and so on.
It is very difficult to replace large amount of facilities installed in the past at the fixed age such
as design life due to huge construction work volume and the limitation of forced shutdown
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(switch off) for the replacement works in the power network system. Therefore, the leveling out
of the future replacement plan is one of issues for not only Japanese utilities but also other
overseas utilities, and it is thought that optimized maintenance and replacement planning are
important.

(MEW headquarters)
(With Eng. Al-Nouri, A.U.S. of MEW)
Photo 3.2.3-1 Meeting with MEW officials
3.2.4 GIS Sampling Deterioration Investigation
The purpose of the GIS sampling bay investigation and its details are as described in 1.2.3. In
this section, the results of the GIS deterioration investigation are described.
3.2.4.1
Deterioration analysis of O-rings & gaskets
The evaluation of the deterioration state of O-rings use hardness measurement, permanent
compression set factor measurement, and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Fig. 1.1.6.13 shows how permanent compression set factor is measured and calculated. The DSC analysis is
the measurement method of relationship between heating temperature and heat flow, and it is
utilized for deterioration evaluation for rubber or plastic materials.
The hardness is measured using a digital durometer.
In the measurement of permanent compression set factor, O-rings are taken, after a
predetermined time, diameters of the O-rings are measured, and their permanent compression set
factor is calculated. In the DSC analysis, analysis is performed using an analyzer in the laboratory
of Chubu Electric Power..

In this FS, only the O-rings and gaskets used in the GIS operating mechanism were measured.
O-rings analysis at flanges of GIS main body was not conducted. (The reason is described in
1.2.1.)
Photo 3.2.4.1-1 shows the O-ring measurement on site. Fig. 3.2.4.1-1 shows where O-rings
and gaskets were taken from.
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Photo 3.2.4.1-1 Situation of dimensions measurement for calculating permanent compression set
factor of O-rings at the substation

No

O-ring

1

Pneumatic Piping (Main Valve Side)

2

Pneumatic Piping (Solenoid Valve Side)

3

Solenoid Valve #1

4

Solenoid Valve #2

5

Solenoid Valve #3

6

Main Valve

GIS @Mahboula C S/S
(3)

(4)

(5)

Solenoid Valve

Operating Mechanism

(2)

(1)

Pneumatic Piping

(6)

Main Valve

Fig. 3.2.4.1-1 Locations from which sampled O-rings and gaskets were taken
An explanation of general steps used in deterioration evaluation and lifetime estimation of Orings follows. Fig. 3.2.4.1-2 shows an example of O-ring evaluation performed in Japan. Actual
data is plotted on a chart in which the vertical axis represents age and the horizontal axis
represents permanent compression set factor. Data are statistically processed to determine the
average value, maximum value, and +3σ value (σ: standard deviation). Shift the deterioration
characteristic curve (straight line) of the O-ring so that it passes through these points, and the
number of years at which the shifted line intersects 80% (it is called in general that the permanent
compression set factor 80% is the sealing life.) is the estimated lifetime (the deterioration
characteristic curve is a straight line with a constant slope). Usually, evaluation was made at the
point of +3σ. However, since the measurement results of this O-ring all exceed 80% (the service
life has already been expired), we decided not to assume the lifetime using +3σ.
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ガス中側 109 年
(+2σ上限)

100.0

今回の調査結果
80.0

過去の調査結果

圧縮永久歪率（％）

50.0

気中側(+3σ上限)
気中側(+2σ上限)

ガス中側(+3σ上限)
ガス中側(+2σ上限)

主回路フランジ部（ガス中側）
主回路フランジ部（気中側）
ガス中側分布
気中側分布

10.0
1

10
経年（年）

100

気中側 50 年
(+3σ上限)

気中側 75 年
(+2σ上限)

Fig. 3.2.4.1-2 O-ring deterioration evaluation and estimated lifetimes
using permanent compression set factor
(IEEJ national convention (2017), No. 6-013)
Fig. 3.2.4.1-3 shows the result of O-ring deterioration evaluation and lifetime estimation for
the Mahboula C substation GIS. The material of the O-rings is NBR (Nitrile-Butadiene Rubber).
Here, the goal is to use GIS for 40 to 45 years as a guideline, against the expected design lifetime
of 30 years, and compared the actual situation to this target usage period (the usage period of 40
to 45 years is the lengths actually seen in operation in Japan).
The results of the evaluation indicated the estimated lifetime of the O-rings of the 132kV GIS
switching mechanism is 20 years. As the GIS is aged 37 years, the elasticity performance of the
O-ring is not expected to maintain required airtightness, indicating the risk that the operating
mechanism may not function properly due to air leakage or the compressor, which generate
compressed air, may operate excessively frequently.
The permanent compression set factor of all O-rings exceeded 90% and reached 100% for half
of them. As Kuwait’s hot climate is expected to accelerate deterioration of O-rings, we think it
necessary to replace them periodically at the interval of about 20 years.
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Parmanent compression set factor (%)

100%

NBR Characteristic Curve
1) Pneumatic Piping (Solenoid Valve Side)
2) Pneumatic Piping (Solenoid Valve Side)
3) Solenoid Valve #1
4) Solenoid Valve #2
5) Solenoid Valve #3
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Fig. 3.2.4.1-3 O-ring deterioration evaluation using permanent compression set factor
As shown in the above results, we confirmed that the O-rings were hardened due to
deterioration and their air-tightness performance had dropped. We used a durometer to
quantitatively evaluate the hardness of O-rings and gaskets. The result was that the hardness of
O-rings and gaskets used in the 132kV GIS operating mechanism had increased about 30% in
average comparing to that of a new one due to aging. In addition, they no longer had elastic
properties because there are O-rings that the hardness was close to 100%.
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90.3
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-
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Indoor
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O-ring
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(Age: 0 year)

(Age: 37 years)

(Age: 37 years)

Fig. 3.2.4.1-4 O-ring deterioration evaluation using hardness measurements
We also assessed physical properties of O-rings and gaskets using a DSC analysis. In this
analysis, heat capacity is measured over temperature and heat absorption / exothermic
characteristics of the material such as phase transition temperature are obtained. In this time, we
analyzed flat shape gasket for main valve which is the most important gasket in the pneumatic
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operating mechanism. Fig. 3.2.4.1-2 shows the gasket for main valve for DSC analysis. The
material of the gasket is NBR.
(7)

No

Flat Packing

7

Main Valve

Main Valve

Fig. 3.2.4.1-5 Locations from where gasket was taken
Fig. 3.2.4.1-5 shows the result of DSC analysis. There are peaks at around -20 degree-C and
300 degree-C indicating glass transition temperature and heat decomposition temperature,
respectively. Table 3.2.5.1.1-1 shows glass transition temperature and decomposition temperature
of the gasket in main valve of GCB in Mahboula C Substation obtained from Fig. 3.2.4.1-5. The
table includes the Chubu’s data as a reference which is the same gasket (age is six years old) in
the same operating mechanism made by Hitachi.

Fig. 3.2.4.1-5 Result of DSC analysis for a sampling packing
Mahboula C Substation’s 37 years old gasket has higher glass transition temperature and lower
decomposition temperature comparing to those of 6 years old one. According to the past study in
Chubu Electric Power, there is a tendency to increase glass transition temperature and decrease
decomposition temperature when deterioration progresses. From the above, it was confirmed that
Mahboula C Substation’s gasket was further deteriorated even comparing to the 6 years old one
in terms of material property.
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Table 3.2.4.1-1 Packing deterioration evaluation by DSC analysis
Glass transition
temperature

Decomposition
temperature

Mahboula C S/S, 37 years old

-19.5 degree-C

290.5 degree-C

Ref.: Chubu H S/S, 6 years old

-25.5 degree-C

299.3 degree-C

3.2.4.2
Grease deterioration analysis
In the grease investigation, grease for mechanism components applied to the operating
mechanism (air-atmosphere) was sampled, and the deterioration evaluation based on the rate of
base oil measurement was performed on them, as shown in 1.1.6.2. Thermogravimetry (TG)
device shown in Photo 3.2.4.2-1 was used for the measurement of the rate of base oil..

Photo 3.2.4.2-1 Thermogravimetry device
Evaluation of grease deterioration was conducted as follows. In general, the level of 50% is
used as a threshold for judging rates of base oil. At 40-60 wt.%, base oil retained by the
intermolecular force is said to become inseparable from the thickener and reaches the lubrication
limit. As such, many companies use the median value of 50% as the threshold. Next, the rate of
base oil of the aged grease sample and that of a brand new grease sample are plotted on a graph
whose horizontal axis represents age and vertical axis represents rate of base oil. Then, the value
of the new grease and the minimum value of the collected data are connected with a straight line,
and the age at which the extension of this line intersects the 50% line is determined as the
estimated lifetime of the grease (the minimum value is used to be on the safe side)..
Fig. 3.2.4.2-1 shows the results of grease degradation analysis of Mahboula C Substation GIS
by using the rate of base oil measurement. For Hitachi's GIS, a common practice is to apply
greases called MULTEMP to locations in air-atmosphere, including operating mechanisms, and
HITALUBE to gas insulated parts, including GCB interrupters. However, the HITALUBE was
applied to the air-atmosphere part in operating mechanism as well according to the manufacturing
year. For this reason, in this remaining lifetime assessment, the value of brand new HITALUBE
is used as the initial value.
The estimated lifetime of HITALUBE on operating mechanism (in air-atmosphere) is 35 years.
It is commonly recommended that grease used in operating mechanisms be re-greased when
periodic detailed inspections for operating mechanism are conducted. At MEW, however, regreasing (removing old grease and applying new grease) is not done on metal-to-metal contact
surfaces, including linking mechanisms, where greasing is the most important, because the
devices are not dismantled for inspection. Lubrication performance can be maintained by
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conducting regular inspections where devices are dismantled and checked, and at the same time
re-greasing is performed on necessary parts.
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Fig. 3.2.4.2-1 Results of rate of base oil measurement of grease used in 132kV GIS operating
mechanism
The above results appear to indicate that the grease’s performance can be maintained over
35 years, however, as Photo 3.2.4.2-2 shows, most of the grease have dried and become
powdery and is not lubricating the contact surfaces. It is necessary to dismantle necessary parts
of the operating mechanism and to apply re-grease to them.

Photo 3.2.4.2-2 Aging grease on pin in GCB operating mechanism in 132kV GIS
3.2.4.3
Deterioration check of auxiliary relays and switches
To look into degrees of deterioration in electrical devices (auxiliary relays and switches), we
inspected their outward appearance and measured contact resistance of the contacts of relays and
switches. Photo 3.2.4.3-1 shows the status of auxiliary relays and switches at the site and actual
work underway to measure contact resistance using a dedicated measurement instrument.
Although the GIS building at the Mahboula C Substation does not have air-conditioner, it has
a good operational environment where outside air does not directly enter constantly. As a result,
we did not find dust attached to auxiliary devices inside the local control cubicle or rust on them.
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Fig. 3.2.4.3-1 shows the results of contact resistance measurement for auxiliary relays and
switches. Although only the two contacts of the 132kV GIS pallet switch registered a relatively
high resistance value exceeding 100mΩ, there were no problematic contacts on the whole and
they were in good condition.
This GIS, which was made in 1982, remained in a good condition because GIS is installed in
the building and in the environment where it is not easy for outside air and dust to come into the
building without ventilation openings and fans.

Photo 3.2.4.3-1 Situation of investigation of auxiliary relays and switches
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Fig. 3.2.4.3-1 Results of contact resistance measurement of auxiliary relays and switches

3.2.4.4
Other (issues found in GIS appearance check)
Along with the sampling bay investigations described above, we conducted visual checks of
the entire GIS and identified concerning issues.
(1) Leakage from air piping
Since the air compressor for pneumatic system had kicked in excessively frequently (three
times in two hours), we checked for leaks in the air piping in the cable pit directly under the GIS.
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As a result, we found leaks from the three root areas of the air valves (refer to Photo 3.2.4.4-1).
All of them were on the main piping leading to the operating mechanism of the switchgears (CB,
DS and ES) in GIS.

To GIS

(Leakage points)
(Leakage situation)
Photo 3.2.4.4-1 Air valve where leakage was found
In Japan, pneumatic piping inspections are conducted during detailed inspections carried out
on the GIS operating mechanisms, which is not done in Kuwait. Parts are replaced or serviced as
necessary. Air leakage check and repair work for no-good condition portions are necessary
because it can lead to serious failures such as equipment deterioration due to frequent operation
of the compressor or equipment operation failure due to air leakage.
3.2.4.5
Comparison between domestic and overseas results of deterioration investigations
We compared the results of the present investigations with those of Hitachi GIS deterioration
investigations which Hitachi and Chubu Electric Power conducted in Japan and overseas jointly.
The results are shown in Table 3.2.4.5-1.
O-rings used in MEW's GCB operating mechanisms have already reached the end of its
lifetime, and the mechanisms could fail at any time. As the lifetime of O-rings is expected to be
about 20 years under Kuwait’s environment, we would recommend that detailed inspection
(dismantlement maintenance) is carried out periodically and O-rings and gaskets which are
consumable parts are replaced at the inspection.
The lifetime of the grease used in the mechanisms was about 35 years. In Japan, operating
mechanisms are dismantled and re-greased during periodic inspections. In Kuwait, however,
greasing is done without dismantlement, which has resulted in grease deteriorating, sometimes
turning powdery. As we carried out dismantlement investigation on only the operating
mechanism, we were not able to determine the degree of deterioration in the quality of O-rings
or grease used in the main body of GIS. In Japan, we have investigated degrees of deterioration
of grease and O-rings in the GIS itself, not just those in operating mechanisms. As O-rings are
used in cut-off parts and flanges where it is difficult to replace them, we conduct sampling
investigations and use the results as indicators to determine GIS lifetimes.
The compressor had operated at excessive frequencies due to leakage from the air piping. As
air leakage deteriorates, they may start to affect the operating time of the CB, periodical
inspection is essential. In Japan, substations are visually inspected once every two months in
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Chubu Electric Power. Air leakage is found in the inspections, and repairs are planned. However,
MEW does not conduct visual inspections. As such, we recommend them work with
manufacturers to conduct their inspections at the time of “preventive maintenance” carried out
every 2.5 – 3 years and plan to repair.

Table 3.2.4.5-1 Lifetime assessment conducted on Hitachi’s GIS deterioration investigation in
Japan and overseas
Inspection
scope
O-rings
(Gas-tight parts such
as tank flanges)
O-rings
(Mechanical
part)
Grease
(interior)
Grease
(Mechanism
part)
Rust on
flanges

(

Saudi Arabia

Kuwait
132kV

380/110kV

Domestic
77kV

Domestic
500kV

Domestic
275kV

Thailand
500kV

Indonesia
150kV

Singapore
230kV

－

50 years or
longer

50 years

100 years
or longer

50 years

90 years

90 years

45 years

20 years

－

－

－

－

－

Aged 27
years; past
lifespan

20 years

About 35
years
Contacts in
good
condition
30 years
Oxidation
tendency
Some rust
outdoors

Degradation
visible but
no silver
plating
wear

35-40 years

35-40 years

24-37 years

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

－

Significant

－

－

Significant
outdoor

－

－

－

35 years
－

* GIS in Japan are located outdoors. Overseas GIS are located indoors. GIBs located outdoors
were also inspected in Saudi Arabia and Thailand.
・ IEEJ national convention (2017), No. 6-013
・ CIGRE SIMPOSIUM (2013, Auckland, New Zealand), No.252
・ CIGRE SC B3 COLLOQUIUM (2017, Recife, Brazil), No.B3.104
・ CIGRE SC A3 & SC B3 JOINT COLLOQUIUM (2015, Nagoya, Japan), No.304
・ CIGRE SC B3 & SC D1 COLLOQUIUM (2013, Brisbane, Australia), No.190
・ Hitachi Ltd. (2017), 経済産業省 平成 29 年度質の高いエネルギーインフラの海外展開に向けた事業実施可能性調

査事業（サウジアラビア王国・ＧＩＳ延命化プロジェクトに関する実施可能性調査）報告書

)

3.3 Proposal of Optimal Maintenance / Replacement Plan
3.3.1 Proposal of Maintenance Plan
We propose the maintenance plan (Table 3.3.1) for long-term use and grasping the deterioration
situation to determine the replacement timing based on the results of the survey on MEW’s
maintenance situation by interview and questionnaire and on-site survey, and the results of GIS
sampling deterioration investigation using actual aging equipment. Considering the GIS
operation status of MEW (already over 35 to 40 years), the replacement target year is set to 45
years while Manufacture’s design life (expected life) is 30 years in general.
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Table 3.3.1-1 Proposal of GIS Maintenance Plan (Target replacement timing: 45 years)
Maintenance items
Period
Target
(A) Preventive Maintenance
Every 2.5-3 years
All bays
(B) Detailed inspection of
operating mechanism
20-24 years after
All bays
(Dismamtlement maintenance,
installation
parts replacement)
Sampling GIS delivered in
24-30 years after
（C）GCB sampling internal
the same project (same type
installation
inspection (overhauling)
of GIS)
(D) GIS / GCB deterioration
Sampling bay of GIS
Conduct in tune
investigation (internal deterioration
delivered in the same project
with overhauling
investigation by tank opening)
(same type of GIS)
Regarding maintenance data management, although MEW manages records of Preventive
Maintenance, MEW does not grasp trends in deterioration from the record. For example, MEW
confirm the opening and closing time of the GCB to meet its criteria (control value), however,
MEW does not grasp the trends of whether the state is stable or going better or worse. This trend
management is very useful for planning of detailed inspection. Since it is difficult to build a data
management system and manage trends soon, it is important to check the transition of data from
each inspection by comparing it with the records of several previous inspections. In the future, it
is desirable to introduce a system for managing inspection data.
3.3.2 Proposal on Replacement Planning
Many substations with GIS were constructed in Kuwait in the second half of the 1970s and in
the 1980s. The age of these many GISs is exceeding their design life (expected life), and the time
has come to plan their replacement. If GIS are replaced at the fixed age such as design life, many
GISs will be replaced at the same timing, and the utility will face issue of lots of investment,
shutdown restriction in the power network, and large number of construction works. Therefore,
it is important to equalize the peak of replacement by prioritization that evaluates the health of
equipment (age, condition), impact to network, failure status, parts supply situation, etc. , and by
moving forward or moving backward equipment replacement timing using the prioritization. The
image is shown in Figure 3.3.2-1.
It is desirable that the optimal replacement timing is to be determined by its lifetime assessment.
There are several factors to effect replacement policy by not only lifetime by deterioration, but
also the importance (influence) of equipment in the network system, life cycle cost including
maintenance cost, failure status, and parts supply situation, and so on. Therefore, it is necessary
to consider separately about lifetime due to deterioration and other factors.
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Figure 3.3.2-1 Image of optimization of equipment replacement
(Compiled from CIGRE SC B3 (2014), 213)
(1) Replacement plan based on lifetime due to deterioration
Although the lifetime of GIS has not been clearly defined and described in technical reports so
far, it has been described in J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014), “Advanced maintenance strategies for gas
insulated switchgear," about parts and components that effect a large impact on considering GIS
replacement. This is shown in Table 3.3.2-1.
Table 3.3.2-1 Evaluation of each part or component and life extension measures

(J-ETRA Vol.70.2 (2014), Advanced maintenance strategies of gas insulated switchgear )
Five parts, the O-ring in flanges of the busbar part, the silver plating and grease of current flow
part, and O-ring and grease of the shaft seal part are shown as "large impact on replace of GIS".
It is considered that the deterioration of these parts leads to GIS lifetime. In the operating
mechanism portion, it is set to “medium degree of impact on replace”. Since the function of the
operating mechanism can be maintained by maintenance, the effect on the lifetime is smaller than
that of the above-mentioned parts. However, the maintenance cost increases depending on the
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frequency, therefore it is necessary to set the replacement timing in consideration of the life cycle
cost.
In order to determine the replacement timing due to the deterioration of the GIS, there is a
method of estimating the lifetime by investigating the deterioration status of the above-mentioned
parts in the aging GIS. This time, we investigated the deteriorated parts in the MEW's actual
aging GIS. Because this FS has the limited period, shutdown (switch-off) period are needed for
the investigation of GIS main body due to SF6 gas recovery, and it takes long time to arrange
replacement parts and materials, a deterioration investigation has been conducted on parts of the
operating mechanism of GCB in the GIS. As a result, the necessity of detailed inspection
(dismantlement maintenance) of the operating mechanism has been confirmed, however, we also
propose to investigate the deterioration of the GIS itself and it reflect in the replacement plan.
This corresponds to GIS / GCB deterioration investigation (internal deterioration investigation
by tank opening) in Table 3.3.1-1 in the previous section.
Table 3.3.2-2 shows the summary of the investigation items for determining replacement
timing due to deterioration. Since the deterioration investigation of the GIS main body has not
been implemented, it is proposed to implement the deterioration investigation as much as possible
according to the overhauling.
Table 3.3.2-2 Survey items for determining the replacement timing due to GIS deterioration
Major
Implementation at
Part
Evaluation item
Purpose
classification
FS
O-ring
Detailed
GCB
implemented
Grease
inspection
Operation
cycle,
O-ring
Not implemented,
Mechanism
maintaining
but can be
DS，ES
GIS
estimated to be
Grease
performance
the same as GCB
O-ring
Busbar flange
Rust
Silver plating
GCB
energized section
Grease
Determining
O-ring
GIS
GCB Shaft seal
Not implemented
replacement
Grease
Body
timing
Silver plating
DS・ES
Grease
eenergized section
O-ring
DS・ES Shaft seal
Grease
(2) Replacement plan based on other factors affecting lifetime
As mentioned above, in addition to the lifetime due to deterioration, various factors such as
bellow affect the lifetime and replacement plan.
・ Importance of the equipment network (impact at the time of failure)
・ Life cycle cost (economic efficiency taking into account maintenance costs)
・ Status of occurrence of failures and defects
・ Continuity of parts supply to be replaced
Among them, “Continuity of parts supply to be replaced” (including dispatching supervisors)
is a major factor for long-term use of GIS, and has a significant effect on the replacement policy
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in Japan. In a country such as Kuwait, where there is no manufacturer in its own country, it is
necessary to pay more attention because not only it take time to arrange parts, but also there are
few opportunities for communication between electric power company and manufacturers. MEW
also has concern about the risk of continuity of parts supply. In fact, the MEW has some GISs
which the parts supply already stopped. (MEW rely on spare bays of the GIS.)
In order to deal with this, MEW usually needs to communicate with the manufacturers and
request that information regarding the suspension of parts supply be notified well in advance. In
addition, Japanese manufacturers need to explain carefully in order to differentiate themselves
from other countries.
Next, regarding the life cycle cost, the replace cost and the maintenance cost are
comprehensively evaluated to determine the economically optimal replacement timing. In this
FS, based on MEW's GIS possession status and investigation results on aging GIS, we set a goal
of 45 years, which is 1.5 times the generally expected designed lifetime, and compared before
and after of life cycle costs. The results are shown in Fig. 3.3.2-2. For maintenance, we proposed
(B) detailed inspection of the operating mechanism and (C) GCB sampling internal inspection
(overhauling) in Table 3.3.1-1. As a result, it was revealed that extending the lifetime with
proposed maintenance has a cost advantage comparing with conventional one which GIS is
replaced at 30 years old.

Fig. 3.3.2-2 Life cycle cost comparison with GIS life extension
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4

Project Cost Estimation
The following is a summary of the conventional concept of substation maintenance in MEW
and the new concept introduced in this FS.
Conventional substation maintenance approach by MEW
MEW has been carrying out whole substation maintenance (called “Preventive Maintenance”
(A)) once every 2.5~3 years since the mid-1990s. This maintenance takes about 1-2 weeks per
one substation for substation civil facilities (including air conditioners and mechanical
equipment) / emergency power supply equipment / protection and control panel / transformer /
fire extinguishing equipment / Middle-voltage class 33kV-11kV switchgear (metal enclosed type
switchgear) / High-voltage 132-300kV GIS.
As for GIS, SF6 gas recovery is required for internal inspection (overhauling), and it usually
takes about 5 days for one bay of GIS. On the other hand, in Preventive Maintenance in MEW,
shutdown period (switch-off period) can be allocated only for 1 or 2 days, therefore, internal
inspection of GIS is not be carried out, and only external inspection, operational test
(measurement of opening / closing time of CB), grease-up of operating mechanism (without
dismantlement), and checking air leakages in air piping system. If an air leakage or a small
abnormality is found during this inspection and repair is required, contractor reports in the
maintenance report that it is to be repaired separately. In many cases, these abnormalities have
not been repaired.
Regarding equipment except GIS, periodical maintenance by Preventive Maintenance is
effective for healthy operation of substations, therefore, it is recommended that it be continued.
However, this is not enough to prevent aging GIS troubles and to use for a long time.
Although GIS was developed and introduced aiming maintenance-free, deteriorated parts such
as O-rings and gaskets, grease, etc. will appear after 20 to 25 years (depending on the
manufacturer, type, installation and operating environment, etc.). Therefore, detailed inspections
and deterioration investigations are important to prevent troubles and extend their lifetime.
Concept of GIS maintenance and replacement introduced in this FS
GIS, which was introduced in Japan in the 1960s, was based on manufacturer's
recommendation, periodical inspection by every three years (A) / detailed inspection of operating
mechanism by every six years (B) / internal inspection by every 12 years (C) had been
implemented. After that, Japanese electric power companies have set up their own inspection
cycles based on their operation and maintenance experiences and knowledge, and have been
operating and maintaining GIS. For example, the internal inspection of the GCB does not set a
maintenance cycle, however, representative equipment has been selected for each manufacturer
and type, and the sampling internal inspection has been carried out. In addition, after 2000, as the
GCB and GIS have aged, Japanese utilities have been implemented deterioration investigations
on aged GCB and GIS (D) to determine the replacement timing, and create their replacement
policy and maintenance measures for long-term use of GIS.
During the economic growth period, amount of GIS/GCB were introduced. If GIS is replaced
at fixed timing such design life (expected life), the peak of the amount of construction works and
necessary long-term-shutdown for replacement will appear. For this reason, it is important to
grasp the condition of GIS, comprehensively evaluate the importance of the GIS in network
system, the failure record of the GIS, and the parts supply situation, and then prioritize the GIS
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replacement and level out the peak. In addition, we introduced MEW that we realized the lifetime
extension through GIS deterioration investigation and maintenance measures, and MEW was
interested in our concepts.
Substation construction in Kuwait is categorized into first generation (1975-1990) and second
generation (since 2000). The first generation is GIS made by Japanese and European
manufacturers, and the second generation is GIS made by Korea / China / local manufacturers. It
is important to accumulate knowledge of the operation and maintenance and deterioration
tendency of each manufacturer and model and the tendency of deterioration and life.
Based on the results of this FS survey, the following maintenance was proposed to MEW in
addition to (A) Preventive Maintenance performed.
(B) Detailed inspection (dismantlement maintenance) of GIS operating mechanism
(C) GIS internal inspection (overhauling)
(D) GIS deterioration investigation
(B) Detailed inspection of GIS operating mechanism
In this FS, the operating mechanism of the GCB was dismantled and maintained in a 37-yearold GIS, and investigated the state of deterioration of components and materials. As a result, as
described above, the O-rings /gaskets and the grease were in a state of reaching the end of their
lifetime. There is a possibility that any trouble occur in anytime. Therefore, to use the GIS beyond
the design life (expected life), (B) detailed inspection (dismantlement maintenance) of the GIS
operation mechanism is necessary. Because MEW has carried out only (A) until now and the
parts and materials in aging GIS were deteriorated in this on-site investigation, we recommended
to add implementing (B) to GIS of aging 20~24 years, and MEW understood it. We aim to
implement detailed inspection for operating mechanism not only for GCB, but also for DS
(disconnecting switch) and ES (earthing switch).
(C) GIS internal inspection (overhauling)
It is difficult to implement GIS internal inspection for all bays of the GIS because it requires
SF6 gas recovery and filling work. The Japanese electric power company, such as Chubu Electric
Power, selects a representative unit for each model of GIS and implement internal inspection to
check the internal condition (called “sampling internal inspection”).
Hitachi has proposed to MEW to implement internal inspection (overhauling) for some aging
GIS, and it is currently under arrangement.
Under such circumstances, this FS proposed that (C) be implemented for GIS of aging 20~24
years.
(D) GIS deterioration investigation
In this FS, due to the limited period, we were not able to carry out deterioration investigation
of GIS main body. In order to determine the replacement timing and use GIS for a long term, it
is necessary to grasp the tendency of deterioration. Therefore, we proposed to implement the
determination investigation of aged GIS including main body by sampling bay at the same timing
of (C) internal inspection. This makes possible the followings:
・ Replacement plan at appropriate time, not regularly (fixed timing)
・ Equalization (leveling out) of replacement volume and shutdown (switch-off) for
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replacement in the power network system by prioritization (avoiding the peak)
・ Making maintenance menu for long-term use (the target of (C) can be reviewed.)
MEW was interested in GIS deterioration investigations by the third party (non-manufacturer)
like this time in the report meeting in January 2020.
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5

Environmental and Social impact Assessment
Because power demand is expected to increase in Kuwait in the future, newly installation of
substations, expansion of substations, and the replacement of aging GIS installed since the 1970s
are expected. SF6 gas used in GIS has a very large global warming potential of 22,800 times that
of CO2, and has a great impact on the environment and society.
By applying the optimization of maintenance and replacement of GIS at the existing
substations proposed in the FS, the GIS replacement timing can be delayed (GIS life
extension).By this life extension, it is possible to reduce the amount of CO2 possession and
emissions.
Assuming that one bay of 132kV GIS is newly manufactured and transported from Japan, the
amount of CO2 emissions is estimated bellow [12].
・ Transportation: Approx. 5 tons
・ Production: Approx. 17 tons (except SF6 gas)
・ SF6 gas: 214 kg = Approx. 5,000 tons in CO2 (possession)
If the life extension target (aged GIS) is a total of 20 bays in two substations (10 bays per one
substation), and the replacement timing is extended to 45 years from 30 years (design lifetime),
the amount of CO2 reduction can be estimated as follows.
・ Regarding CO2 emitted from transportation and manufacturing (except SF6 gas), the
emission of 440 tons (= (5 + 17) tons x 10 lines x 2 substations) can be delayed in 15 years.
When it is considered on a 90-year (3 times for replacement by 30-year, 2 times for
replacement by 45-year), it can reduce 440 tons of CO2 emissions. It is about 5 tons of CO2
emissions per year.
・ Regarding the amount of SF6 possession, it can be delayed in 15 years, approximately
100,000 tons in CO2 (=approximately 5,000 tons x 10 lines x 2 substations).
When recovering the removed GIS SF6 gas, assuming a recovery rate of 97% (the standard
recovery rate in Japan), and the amount of reduction for one time replacement (removal) is
about 3,000 tons of CO2. (90 years base)
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6

Project Evaluation
In Chapter 4, the maintenance items (B) to (D) proposed in the FS were planned for 10 years
from 2020. In the future, we will propose this plan to MEW and connect to new business. At final
report meeting to Assistance Under Secretary of MEW held in January 2020, MEW understood
the necessity of the maintenance items and is interested in GIS deterioration instigations
conducted by a third party ( manufacturer) like doing in the FS. MEW also requested us
estimated costs for (D).
The results of the FS are shown to Chapter 7. We propose the following for the realization of
future maintenance projects.
(1) There is an idea that GIS cannot be used more than design life unless it is replaced or
partially modified, however, GIS can be used for more than 40 years with proper
maintenance due to the quality of the GIS made by Japanese and European manufactures.
(2) For long-term use of GIS, it is necessary to understand the deterioration situation of GIS
and carry out appropriate maintenance. Through deterioration investigations of the aging
GIS according to the manufacturer and type, determining the appropriate replacement
timing and appropriate maintenance make it possible to prioritize GIS replacements. It is
important to equalize (level out) the amount of replacement construction works and
shutdown (switch-off) in the power network system (to avoid the peak).
(3) This time, we proposed GIS sampling deterioration. We consider that the maintenance (C)
GIS internal inspection (overhauling) for all bays of GIS which is recommended by
manufacturers can be reviewed to sampling GIS (reduce the amount of the inspection).
(4) Regarding operating mechanism of GIS, detailed inspection is to be carried out for all bays
of GIS at 20 – 24 years old and to maintain GIS performance because consumable parts and
grease are deteriorated remarkably on the status of simple maintenance only.
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Achievement of the Feasibility Study and Following Action
7.1 Achievement of the Feasibility Study
As a result of the survey in the FS, even though light maintenance for GIS is carried out in
Kuwait, dismantlement maintenance and consumable parts replacement have not been done until
now. As a result of actual aging GIS investigation, the deterioration on component parts was
found remarkably. In addition, the recovery of the equipment performance by dismantlement
maintenance was verified. We explained to MEW that appropriate maintenance and grasping
deterioration condition are necessary for operating GIS for the long time exceeding design life,
and we were able to get MEW’s understanding on that.
Japanese manufacturers have been providing proposal of detailed inspection (over hauling) of
aging GIS. Through the activities in the FS, the possibility of proposing maintenance projects has
increased.
In addition, regarding GIS maintenance projects which are to be proposed, the necessity of
GIS detailed inspection was understood by MEW, and the possibility of continuous GIS
maintenance projects has increased.
Furthermore, MEW expressed interest in GIS deterioration investigation. In the FS, we
implemented deterioration investigation of component parts in GCB operating mechanism of one
type of GIS. Assistant Under Secretary of MEW gave a comment to study such GIS deterioration
investigations which includes GIS main body and other manufacturer and other type of aging
GIS. Therefore, the possibility of GIS deterioration investigation works on various type of GIS
in Kuwait were found.
Through the activities of the FS, we are able to make MEW understand the necessity of
determining GIS replacement timing and studying and doing appropriate maintenance measures
(GIS life extension activities). If the maintenance projects such detailed inspection (over hauling)
of GIS are carried out and long term use of GIS exceeding design life are realized in MEW, the
technical advantage of Japanese GIS will be taken in Kuwait, and good influence to the future
GIS replacement projects is expected.
Following Action after the FS
After the FS, Japanese GIS manufacturers provide GIS maintenance projects to MEW, and
Japanese utility, which has experiences on GIS life extension, enlighten how to study GIS
appropriate maintenance and replacement based on GIS deterioration investigation, and lead to
GIS maintenance projects by Japanese manufacturers in Kuwait.

7.2
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